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Accused in
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Black and White Men Together
of Memphis, will be sponsoring a
theatrical
performance
at
Theatreworks, May 29. Actor/
poet, Craig Hickman, will perform
excerpts from his one man show.

Shepard Death
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Pride 99:
Craig Hickman

Step At A Time
The second half will feature Building Community, One
edy Central, in his own HBO spe—
local actor, Hal Harmon, from the
The parade will assemble in
Memphis Pride, Inc., is happy to
cial, and in a documentary screened
Emerald City Theatre Company.
Overton Park about 4 p.m. and will
announce some new directions
recently at the "Twinkie Museum"
Harmon just finished his most re—
proceed west on Poplar to McLean
planned for the annual weekend of
film festival.
cent work, Survival, in which he
and
then
to
Overton
Square.
Several
Pride, June 18—19. On the evening
Although not officially a Pride
played
Miss
Mess,
at
measures will be implemented to
of Fri., June 18, the annual Riverboat
event,
a worship service is tradition—
Theatreworks.
make this year‘s parade more color—
cruise will benefit the Memphis Gay
The show will be part of Black
ful and lively. Prizes will be awarded
and Lesbian Community Center.
and White Men Together‘s 17th an—
for the most expressive (1) float, (2)
This event has been offered since
niversary, which will be held in
vehicle,
(3) individual costume, (4)
1980. Each year the entertainment is
Memphis, May 28 through May 31.
expression of Pride, (35) expression
different, so large crowds are always
Members from chapters throughout
ofthe theme: "Building Community, _
expected.
the country will be in Memphis to
One Step at a Time." Several PA
participate in the weekend‘s
systems will be added along the pa—
events:
rade to provide upbeat music for
+ May 28 — Kick—off Party and.
marchers. Along the parade route, _
registration, 8 p.m.
water stands will be set up by Holy
*May 29 — Craig Hickman, 3 p.m.,
Trinity Community Church, hope—
Theatreworks, $15 at door only
fully with squads of cheerleaders.
or free with registration
At "Pride Plaza" (on Overton
*+ MIM Sunset Symphony 6:30 p.m.
Square), a festival will begin at 5
Bob Smith
* Reception, 10 p.m. ‘til
with vendors and booths represent—
ally held during Pride week. This
May 30 — Light Into Darkness,
ing a variety of groups and busi—
year Grace St. Luke‘s Episcopal
3 p.m., Holy Trinity Church. The
nesses. Food and drink will be
Church is the host for a special ser—
third annual community Memo—
available. Festival admission is $5.
vice and reception at 3 on Sun., June
rial service for friends and fam—
In addition to announcements and
Diedre McCalla
13. First Congregational Church,
ily lost to HIV/AIDS and acts of
awards, nationally—known entertain—
Holy
Trinity Community Church,
hatred and violence.
ers will perform on an outdoorstage
Overton Square will be the focus
Safe Harbor MCC and Integrity—
* The BWMT/MIM B—B—Q Cook—
beginning
at
6
p.m.
of activities on Sat., June 19. The
Memphis are cooperating in plan—
out, 6 p.m. $15 at door or free
Olivia Records folk singer Deidre
paved area by the clock tower west
ning the program.
with registration.
McCalla combines a melodic work—
of Bayou Bar and Grill will become
Volunteers are still needed. To
+ May 31 — Farewell Brunch and
out with politically progressive
a Plaza of Pride.
help make Pride ‘99 a success—and
Seminar, 10 a.m. Seminar con—
thought—and
heart—warming
humor.
At 3 p.m. a rally sponsored by the
have fun in the process—call (901)
ducted by Irwin (DC).and Dough
LA comic Bob Smith was the first
Gay and Lesbian Coalition for Jus—
323—PRIDE.
:
(LA).
openly gay comic on the Tonight
tice and N.O.W. will be held in
For information please call 276—
Show. He has been featured on Com—
Overton Park.
0168 or 276—4762
of Damocies‘
Attorney Says Ark. Sodomy Law Is ‘Sword
By John T. Anderson
Associated Press Writer
LITTLE ROCK (AP) — Seven
homosexuals have no business chal—
lenging Arkansas‘ anti—sodomy law
because it has never been enforced
in private homes and they therefore
should not be threatened by it, a law—
yer for the attorney general‘s office
said.
Assistant attorney general Timo—
thy Gauger argued May 14 before the
high court that the homosexuals
should not be allowed tofile a law—
suit as a pre—emptive strike just be—
cause an anti—sodomy law is on the
books.
Lawyer Suzanne Goldberg, with
the Lambda Legal Defense and Edu—

cation Fund likened the law to the
"sword of Damocles," ready to drop
on her clients at any time.
"This law ... says you can‘t do
what your non—Gay neighbors do,"
Goldberg told the state Supreme
Court.
The Arkansas sodomy law ap—
plies only to heterosexual anal and
oral sex and carries maximum pen—
alties of one year in jail and a $1,000
fine. Goldberg says Arkansas is one
of only a few remaining states that
has a law prohibiting sodomy be—
tween homosexuals.
But state lawyers say Arkansas is
protected fromsuch a lawsuit by sov—
ereign immunity and the fact that
there has been no legal action taken
or threatened against the seven plain—

tiffs. Therefore, Gauger said the case
is moot.
Justices Robert L. Brown and
Tom Glaze questioned Gauger on the
constant threat of prosecution under
the law.
"How are they going to get some
relief?" Glaze asked Gauger during
the hearing.
i
"I think they can get some relief
if they show an expressed" intent of
prosecution, Gauger said. "It is also
a fiction that everyone is due their
day in court."
Goldberg said the law allows such
pre—emptive lawsuits.
"The law is clear that plaintiffs
don‘t have to wait to have their world
turned upside down before" chal—
lenging such laws, she said.

Gauger also argued the law has
been enforced only in cases that in—
volved sodomy in public places.
That, he said, provides a "common—
sense notion" that Gays should not
fear being arrested in their homes.
Goldberg said the stigma attached
to such a law — even when it is not
enforced — is hurtful to her clients.
Last June, a Pulaski County chan—
cellor said the challenge to the sod—
omy ban could go forward.
A U.S. Supreme Court ruling 13
years ago upheld a Georgia sodomy
law. But state courts in Tennessee,
Kentucky and Montana have since
thrown out laws prohibiting consen—
sual homosexual sex behind closed
doors.

LARAMIE, Wyo. (AP) — A
trial has been delayed for one of
two women charged with covering
up evidence in the murder of Gay
college student Matthew Shepard,
court officials said May 13.
No new trial date was immedi—
ately set for Kristen LeAnn Price,
19, whose case has been set for jury
trial May 24.
"Both sides stipulated for con—
tinuance," said Dean Jessup,
spokesman for District Judge Jef—
frey Donnell. "It‘s been approved
by the Wyoming Supreme Court."
Any delay in a trial beyond 180
days from arraignment must re—
ceive approval by the state‘s high
court. Price pleaded innocent Dec. 9.
Price‘s attorney, Jo Ann Fulton,
and prosecutor Cal Rerucha de—
clined comment.
Price was charged with acces—
sory after the fact to first—degree
murder for helping to throw away
clothing that was bloodied during
the attack on Shepard last October.
— If convicted, she could receive up
to three years in prison and a fine
of up to $3,000.
Price is the girlfriend of Aaron
McKinney, 21, who is scheduled
to go .on trial Aug. 9 on charges of
"Tirst—degree
and aggravated robbery.
Another
man,
Russell
Henderson, 21, pleaded guilty last
month to felony murder and kid—
napping, and received two life sen—
tences.
Henderson‘s girlfriend, Chasity
Pasley, 20, has pleaded guilty to
accessory charges and is to be sen—
tenced May 21.
See related story on page 19
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Deep Inside Hollywood,
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Community —
Ours and Theirs
by Vincent Astor

Lots of people discuss this no—
tion of "community" every year
around Pride. Individuals (and the
media) see Pride parades and
events and, hopefully, see lots of
t, very well—adjusted and
very
somc. ies very beautiful people
gathered together to celebrate.
They see the specialized, the pur—
posciul, the fetishists, the flamboy—
ant and above all the brave.
Then, the discussion turns to
what is not their community. Some
people do not want to own up to
fellowship with flamboyance and
fetish. Some do not even want to
own up to the unlovely or those
who are outside the (media—
inspired) definition of the best of
the best. What else makes up this
"Gay community"? Whois part of
it and where else is it found?
The first place anybody, inside
or outside, goes to find us is in the
bars. Why? Because those were the
first places in which we publicly
congregated. Because we have the
reputation for going to a lot of
trouble to have a good time; in fact,
in the 70s we were better at it than
anyone else. This reputation has be—
come one of our most serious de—
fects. It has helped us get support
from large companies and equality
in advertising, but it defines us in
terms of beer and vodka.
Personally, life consists of more
than what I drink on a given night.
I wonder if those who wish we
were defined by someone besides
radicals and drag queens notice
that. Even Gay/Lesbian bar own—
ers complain that business is not
what it once was. Why? Because
we. have accomplished just enough
to be able to comfortably entertain
ourselves in a larger variety of lo—
cations — including being on—line
at home. As long as we are enter—
tained, we are happy. This is cer—
tainly our community — but hardly
all ofit. Nor should it be.
It bothers me that many of us
are ignoring the opposition all
around us. Something Gay/Les—
bian—related is in the news every
day now and never fails to become
an issue in the tabloids relating to
just about anything. We are no—
ticed, carefully watched and feared.

If we were not feared, there would
not be so many concentrated, high
dollar movements directly oppos—
ing any advances in human rights
or acceptance.
I suppose, though, our percent—
age of altruism is no less than the
rest of America. It still bothers me
that our community is defined ba—
sically by the party image. Anyone
who has tried to organize an activ—
ist group has dealt with this We
must build community, diverse in
its focuses, and take a visible part
in society to refute this.
As I have often said, Memphis
is very insular. There are oodles
and oodles ofthings to do but these
are usually in specialized groups
which are relatively small. The
Resources section of Gaze news—
paper in 1979 listed very few or—
ganizations and about six bars. if
you ever think there‘s nothing go—
ing on in 1999, just look at the cal—
endar or the inside back page ofthis
newspaper. There are lots oflittle
islands but no continent. Rarely
(Pride being one shining exception)
do we do anything together — as a
community. That makes the Pride
celebrations an important starting
point to redefining our Gay and
Lesbian collective selves.
Lilly Christine, (whose day
name is Chris Arnold) and I were
watching the members of MAGY
(Memphis Area Gay Youth) at this
year‘s Pride picnic. They were
playing frisbee and exerting a lot
of energy on a day so unseasonably

Opinions expressed in
editorials,commentaries
and letters are those of
the authors.

cold that the two of us were think—
ing mostly ofcoffee or bed or both.
We agreed that MAGY is one of
the best things going in Memphis
among Gays and Lesbians, and
wondered what our lives would
have been like if this opportunity
had been there when we were
growing up. It might be a very dif—
ferent life indeed.
These young people are grow—
ing a Gay/Lesbian consciousness
without it being associated with a
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dark dingy room, too much alco—
hol and furtiveness in everything
one does. There is the chance for
acceptance in a lot of areas. Sure,
they are being entertained, but they
also have the opportunity to real—
ize with very clear vision that there
is much to accomplish between
entertainments. Many of them are
very, very out and not afraid of it.
They also can learn that Gays and
Lesbians are a fascinatingly diverse
lot. It is possible for these young
people to mature feeling that their
orientation is natural and taking it
with them out into society.
Churches founded by Gays and
Lesbians (Holy Trinity, Safe Har—
bor MCC and Living Word) and
© affirming churches (First Congre—
gational, Memphis Friends Meet—
ing, Prescott Baptist and others) are
working with members‘ issues and
within denominations to enable
Lesbians and Gays to fully partici—
pate in marriage, ministry and
church life. Among their many
ministries are these very open min—
istries to us. They are not afraid
(and not too weary) to answer those
who would deny us participation.
We go to "do church" not to "do
Gay/Lesbian church." We take our—
selves away from the party and to—
ward spirituality, fellowship and
service. The churches bring us with
them into the larger community.
The more organizations and
profile we have which are a part of
the larger community, the better off
we will be. The Lesbian and Gay
Coalition for Justice has as its goal
to become involved in mainstream
politics. The Coalition for Gay and
Lesbian Religious Affairs is doing
similar work in the religious com—
munity. Our participation in orga—
nizations outside our own
community is only valuable if we
are known, if we are completely
ourselves — out and unafraid.
There is a new movement to
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Jury Awards

By Justin Hyde
Associated Press Writer
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) — The
attorney for relatives of a Gay guest
slain after a taping of The Jenny
Jones Show said the $25 million
award from jurors sends a clear
message to the talk show industry.
"That type of human exploita—
tion needs to be corralled," said
Geoffrey Fieger, who had asked for
$71.5 million in damages. The
Jenny Jones Show and what it does
to people is unsafe at any speed.
This is a renegade business."
A jury on May 7 held the show
and its corporate owner, Warner
Bros., liable in the shooting death
of Scott Amedure, who had re—
vealed his attraction to Jonathan
Schmitz during a 1995 taping ofthe
program.
Three days after the taping, au—
thorities said, Schmitz bought a
shotgun, drove to Amedure‘s trailer
in Oakland County‘s Orion Town—
ship and shot him twice in the
chest.
Schmitz was found guilty of
murder in 1996, but his conviction
was thrown out on appeal. His re—
trial is set for Aug. 19.
The two were brought together
for a segment titled "Same—Sex
Secret Crushes" during which
Amedure regaled the studio audi—
ence with his sexual fantasies about
Schmitz, who said he is hetero—
sexual. The segment never aired.
Amedure‘s family argued that a

Family of Slain Talk Show
Guest $25

mentally ill Schmitz was lured onto
the show believing he would meet
a woman, and was humiliated into
murder when his secret admirer
turned out to be Amedure.
Frank Amedure, the victim‘s
father, said the verdict vindicates
his belief that ambush—style TV
should be held accountable.
"I‘m just proud that we can
show people that shows are not
going to do this no more," he said.
"Please, don‘t let the kids watch all
these shows, because there‘ll be
more killings."
Lawyers for Warner Bros. said
the verdict could impair the work
ofall media and journalists.
"Anyone involved in the busi—
ness of interviewing ordinary
people ... ought to be very con—
cerned about the chilling effect this
decision will have on them," said
Jim Feeney, who predicted the ver—
dict will be overturned on appeal.
The defense claimed Schmitz
knew his guest could be a man, sus—
pected it was Amedure and was not
upset by the surprise. They also
argued there was no reason to ask
Schmitz about his mental history,
and suggested Schmitz killed
Amedure for reasons other than
their appearance on the show.
"The plaintiffs‘ theory is that
you have to do a psychological pro—
file before you allow them to come
onto a program," said Zazi Pope, a
Warner Bros. attorney. "And then
you cannot engage in any discus—
sion of any topic that has any ele—
ment of surprise."
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Jones, who was not sued but tes— ings.
tified at the trial, denied that her
"I am shocked and saddened by
show ambushes guests to boost rat— this verdict," she said in a state—

ment. "However, the only real trag—
edy is that Scott Amedure lost his
life."

Anheuser—Busch Overwhelmed with
Response to Ads Targeting Gays
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Anheuser of the calls or whether they will not one of a specific gender, race,
Busch Inc.‘s advertisement for Bud have any effect on further plans for geography or orientation. We ap—
Light showing two men holding the advertisement.
preciate and respect the views of
hands has prompted a flood of
"It‘s surprising to us that one all our customers."
phone calls, forcing the beer maker print ad placed in select Gay—ori—
The ad will later appearin other
to set up two hotlines.
ented magazines has attracted atten— publications that cater to Gays,
The ad appeared in the April 22 tion," the beer maker said in a brief Lesbians and others with alterna—
issue of EXP magazine, a free, bi— statement. "Today‘s consumer is tive lifestyles.
monthly St. Louis publication that
is geared toward Gays and Lesbi—
ans but is distributed in mainstream
outlets. The ad tells people to "Be
Yourself and Make It a Bud Light."
It also carries a tagline saying
"Proud Sponsor of the St. Louis
PrideFest ©99." PrideFest is a Gay
and Lesbian festival held in June.
Shortly after the ad ran, leaders
in the Gay community began dis—
tributing e—mail, urging people to
call Anheuser—Busch in support of
the ad. The St. Louis brewer was
so overwhelmed with calls that it
set up a hotline for supporters to
use.
Conservative Christian leader
Jerry Falwell also found out about
the ad and sent his followers e—
mail, advising them to call
Anheuser—Busch to ask that a
hotline be set up so that they could
oppose the ad.
"Let‘s=keep the. heat on
Anheuser—Busch so that they un—
derstand that pro—family Americans
are terribly concerned about homo—
sexual images coming into our
homes through reckless advertising
campaigns," Falwell wrote in his
Falwell Confidential.
Anheuser—Busch officials de—
clined to comment about the results
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Bar Owner Raises
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. (AP) —
Customers were cheering as a local
bar owner put a disputed rainbow
flag back up after almost a week hia—
tus.
R
Linda Robertson, owner of the
~ Rainbow House Bistro, on May 13
put one of her rainbow flags —syim—
bols of Gay pride — back up in front
of her business.She has since been
fined $373.
"She‘s digging in and carrying on
what we believe in," said customer
Connie Davis of Greenville.
Marla McKinney, also of
Greenville, said "That‘s what
Americais all about, having the free—
dom to do what you want."
Robertson said she took the flags
down previously to give council a

Rainbow Flag

chance to review the city‘s sign or—
dinance and make revisions, but
‘council has been silent on the issue.
Robertson was notified a few
weeks ago that her flags violated the
ordinance.
"If I allow my rights to be vio—
lated, then somebody else behind me
has got to pick up that struggle,"
Robertson said.
Robertson was notified shortly
before she put her flag back up that
two rainbow triangles she recently
painted on her building also are con—
sidered signs. However, the Commu—
nity Appearance Board ruled on May
21 that they are not signs.
Robertson still has to appeal the
decision ofthe zoning administrator
who disagrees.

The zone the restaurant/bar is in
doesn‘t allow corporate flags except
at amusement parks of S‘acres or
more.
National flags; state, city and
county flags; and church flags are al—
lowed.
The Human Rights Campaign, a

national Gay and Lesbian organiza—
tion that works for equal rights, sup—
ports what Robertson is doing, a
spokesman said .
‘"What the city is doing is clearly
unconstitutional," spokesman David
Smith said. "To limit a person‘s abil—
ity to express whatever they wish to
express violates a cornerstone ofthe
foundation on which this country was
founded — I cannot think of any—
thing more un—American."

District Rejects Gay Club Proposed at
Salt Lake High School
+_.

SALT LAKE CITY—(AP) —
The Salt Lake City School District
has rejected an application for an
East High School club intended to
promote understanding of Gay,
Lesbian and bisexual people.
The district board banned all
noncurricular clubs in 1997 rather
than grant club status to the Gay
Straight Alliance at East High.
During that year‘s legislative ses—
sion, clubs promoting human sexu—
ality were banned by law.
Since 1997, dozens of clubs
have been banned in the district, in—
cluding the Beef Club, the Young
Republicans and the Young Demo—
crats. This year, Assistant Super—
intendent Cindi Seidel has
reviewed dozens of club applica—
tions.
"In no way. do we say there
should not be clubs, we just want
them to be related to the curricu—
lum," Seitel said.

"It surprises me that in the wake
of the Colorado thing, they‘re do—
ing more to exclude kids instead of
making them feel included," said
Camille Lee, an East High science
teacher listed as the adviser on the
application for the Rainbow Club.
"The district had a chance to make
students feel included and they
didn‘t."
The Rainbow Club‘s applica—
tion outlined the connections be—
tween courses in the curriculum
and the club. Lee said contributions
by Gay, Lesbian and bisexual
people throughout history would be
studied.
Lee said courses the club would
welate to would include sociology,

government and politics, and stu—
dent resiliency training.
On May 13, Lee received a let—
ter from Seidel saying the request
for the club had been denied.
"It is clear that the subject mat—
ter of the Rainbow Club is the im—
pact of contributions of Gay,
Lesbian and bisexual people. In
short, it is based on sexual orienta—
tion," the letter said.
— "Even if the Rainbow Club were
somehow curriculum—related, I
would still deny the application. In
my opinion as a professional edu—
cator, sexual orientation is not the
proper organizing subject matter of
a curriculum—related club," Seidel
wrote.

Gay Travel

Directors Find

Twin Cities Attractive
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Gay
and Lesbian travel agents are di—
recting more clients to the Twin
Cities, thanks in part to the area‘s
commitment to diversity and tol—
erance.
"This is a good place," said
Charlie Rounds, president of RSVP
Productions in Minneapolis, one of
the largest Gay—owned travel com—
panies in the United States.
Rounds and more than 250
travel directors and tour operators
were in Minneapolis for the 16th
annual convention of the Interna—
tional Gay and Lesbian Travel As—
sociation.
Conventioneers came from as
far away as Brazil, Austria and
New Zealand and have found Min—
nesota to be welcoming.
"Minnesota has a reputation for
its strong positions on human
rights," Gov. Jesse Ventura wrote
in a letter published in the conven—
tion program, "a profile that my
new administration intends to
maintain."
Mayor Sharon Sayles Belton
bragged in her letter that The Ad—
vocate and Out magazines named
Minneapolis "one of the 10 best
Gay and Lesbian cities in the na—
tion."
Rounds, who took travel direc—
tors on a bus tour of the Twin Cit—
ies, pointed out District 202, a Gay
and Lesbian youth center in Min—
neapolis.
The youth center, sustained
largely by private contributions, is
part of why Minneapolis "is the
absolutely best place for Gays and
Lesbians to live," he said. "We
know what we went through when
we were growing up. (Now,) huge

mainstream, family—focused com—
panies take risks to give to District
202, but they do because they know
it‘s right."
.
Beverly Mcintyre, owner of
Pink Fairy Travels in Charlotte,
N.C., said that she got intothe busi—
ness because two of her four chil—
dren are Gay.
%
"I sent some Gay men to the ice
sculptures (the Winter Carnival in
. St. Paul) last year," she said. "They
came here in the dead of winter.
They came back to North Carolina
and just raved about it, they had so
much fun."
Robert DeLoach, who has op—
erated Apollo Travel in Anchorage,
Alaska, for seven years, said that
most of his Gay—oriented tours go
to San Francisco, Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., and other coastal destinations
with Gay—friendly reputations.
"I‘ ve never considered Minne—
apolis much as a Gay destination,"
he said, but the convention may
change that.
He said he liked Rounds‘ de—
scriptions of how Gays and Lesbi—
ans are integrated into social,
cultural, business, religious and
political life in the Twin Cities, at
least more $o than in many other
large cities.
The tour operators were also
impressed with the region‘s other
attributes.
R
"One ofthe impressions a lot of
people have about us is that Gay
people travel only to go to Gay
bars," said Garbo Afarian, who op—
erates Travel Escape in Washing—
ton, D.C. "That‘s part of what
we‘re interested in. But we are also
interested in culture, history and
good restaurants."

7th'Anniversary
See Story on Page 1
for events and details!
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AND NOW A WORD FROM
YOUR TEETH...

Providing you with
soothing, comfortable
treatment.
is
our
business. Best of all ...
we do it with a soft,
Painfulteeth,
gentletouch.|
swollen gums, and bad breath... We are a young
and growing dental
unsightly staing
fs | ;itself on
f | prides
s from your teeth practicewhich
These are message
ffairness and opewmmdedneea
. which say, "We need help!" |
again
Make your teeth feel good
Call for an appointment today. We‘ll listen.

General Dentlstry

79 North Cooper St. (Between Madison and Poplar) « Memphis, TN 38104—2815
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Releases Comprehensive Res
ource on
Domestic

Partnership

WASHINGTON, DC —The
— Policy Institute ofthe National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF)
has published a comprehensive re—
source on domestic partnership
benefits for journalists, public of—
ficials, advocates, employees and
employers.
.
The manual describes various
strategies to achieve domestic part—
nership benefits, dissects policies
already enacted, lists companies
and municipalities offering domes—
tic partnership benefits, and in—
cludes sample policies.
The
Domestic Partnership Organizing
Manual also explains the argu—
ments for and against these ben—
efits, concluding that the pros far
outweigh the cons.
The Policy Institute of the
NGLTF is a think tank dedicated
to research, policy analysis and
strategic projects to advance the
greater understanding and equality
of Lesbian, Gay, bisexual and
transgendered people. The Domes—
tic Partnership Organizing Manual
is one more step toward our goal
of producing valuable research and
resource information.
Selected Facts from the NGLTF
Domestic Partnership Organizing
Manual:
* According to the 1990 US
Census unmarried couples com—
prised approximately 4.5 million
families and one—third ofthese un—

married couples were of the same—
sex.
* Domestic partnership benefits
are available to employees at over
570 companies, 141 colleges and
universities, and over 87 city,
county and state governments such
as Pima County Ariz.; Philadel—
phia, Penn.; and the States of Ver—
mont and Oregon, with many more
pending.
g
* Currently more than 10 percent
of all employers offer benefits to
domestic partners of their employ—
ees. Among companies with more
than 5,000 employees, almost one
quarter offer these benefits.
* More than 62 percent of
Americans support domestic part—
ners receiving equal access to in—
heritance benefits.
* Domestic partnership benefits
are not costly and enrollment is
low; generally less than 2.5 percent
of employees elect these benefits.
* Benefits comprise approxi—
mately 40 percent of a worker‘s
compensation, employees who can
obtain benefits for their spouses
are, in effect, paid higher than em—
ployees in relationships which are
not legally recognized. The move—
ment for domestic partnership ben—
efits is rooted in the democratic
notion of equal pay for equal work.
* Domestic partnership benefits
are tangible and real, including
medical care, bereavement leave,

SMU‘s Anti—bias
Homosexuals;
Benefits

Benefits
hospital visitation, and a host of
other benefits. In a country where
unemployment is an all—too—com—
mon reality and the government
does not provide universal health
care, access to medical care and
other valuable employment ben—
efits is critical.
The Domestic Partnership Or—
ganizing Manual offers informa—
tion on: how domestic partnership
is defined, arguments for and
against DP benefits, who supports
DP, resource groups and contact
information, sector by sector poli—
cies, public and private sector ben—
efits, union or membership
organizations, college and univer—
sity benefits, states and municipali—
ties offering DP benefits or
registries, sample proposal for DP
benefits, key court cases affecting
the rights of domestic partners, and
more.
Copies of The Domestic Part—
nership Organizing Manual may
be ordered by calling 202—332—
6483 or by downloading our pub—
lications list and order form at http:/
Iw ww.ngltf.org/downloads/
Publications.pdf. The manual can
also be downloaded by visiting the
National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force
—website
at
http://
www.ngltf.org/pub.html.
Visit the National Gay and Les—
bian Task Force for more informa—
tion http://www
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Floral Designers
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"Enough Said!"

901—274—5767

"The fastest thing to eat up (a
university‘s) income is employee
costs," he said.
Dennis Foster, who chairs the
Faculty Senate‘s benefits com—
mittee, estimated that extending
benefits to Gay and Lesbian
couples would cost about
$200,000 a year. He said that
about 120 to 140 universities ex—
tend benefits to same—sex part—
ners, including most Ivy League
schools and University of Cali—
fornia system schools.
+
Because SMU often recruits
professors from those schools,
"we lost a fantastic opportunity"
to be able to lure them with simi—
lar benefits, Foster said.
Students, faculty and admin—
istrators all say that support to

add sexual orientation to SMU‘ s
nondiscrimination policy was
widespread. Trustees considered
several support letters when mak—
ing their decision, including from
the Interfraternity Council.
The amended nondiscrimina—
tion policy reads as follows: "The
University expects its campus
community to respect the rights
and dignity ofall ofits members
in matters of personnel consider—
ation, admissions or academic
evaluation. The University is
committed to policies and actions
that assure and promote equality
of access and opportunity to its
education and employment pro—
grams. All individuals shall be
afforded the full rights and privi—
leges which are inherent in liv—
ing, studying, working and
visiting on the campuses of
Southern Methodist University.
This commitment also includes
the principle of nondiscrimina—
tion on the basis of sexual orien—
tation."

800—769—5767

levi—leather club

Same—sex Partner

Board members were con—
cerned that unmarried opposite—
sex partners and their families,
and adult family members who
have become dependent upon
employees, might also demand
benefits, a proposition that could
become very expensive, Turner
said.

OLAICA

937 S. Cooper at Young

Policy to Cover

Rejected

DALLAS (AP)
The South—
ern Methodist University board
of trustees has given homosexu—
als at the school a split victory,
announcing that it will add
"sexual orientation" to the
university‘s nondiscrimination
policy but not extend employee
benefits to same—sex partners.
The change makes SMU one
of about 300 of the country‘s
3,300 higher education institu—
tions with sexual orientation in
their nondiscrimination policies.
Students, who have been
pushing for the nondiscrimina—
tion change for months, got their
wish with the May 7 decision.
"I think it‘s a landmark for the
school," senior Scott Langley,
leader of the Sexual Orientation
Movement for Equality, told The
Dallas Morning News.
A request by faculty to make
health and other benefits avail—
able to same—sex partners was
turned down because it could
open the door for other groups
seeking benefits, university
president Gerald Turner said.
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CLUB NIGHT

Satf, June 19 — 10 P.M.
PIPELINE
SHOW YOUR LEATHER!
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BEARS

CLUB NicHt
Pipeline
Sat., June 12 +10 p.m.
Wear Bear Gear (Hats, T—Shirts, etc.) If You Have It

All Bears & Bear Lovers Welcome...
Come Join the Bear Party!
http://www.bigfoot.com/~memphisbears
Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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International Ms. Leather in Athens, GA
Dore Alley Leather Fair — San Francisco‘s

edgier, more—out—there leather festival
AUGUST 19 —

26

Provincetown Carnival — the biggest

weekend in the Provincetown summer

AUGUST 20 — | Mountain Splash — sports, parties, & fun in
22
Asheville, NC
SEPTEMBER
1 —6

Southern Decadence — New Orleans, LA

SEPTEMBER

Folsom Street Fair — the mother of all

26

bw

leather street fairs

ciussyvamierorcays LESBIAN FRIENDLY
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS, AND OTHER GREAT
VACATION PACKAGES.
Gateway Travel
2090 Overton Square Lane
Memphis, Tennessee 38104

(901) 276—3388
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National

Gay

Lobby Calls for

Congressional

BWMT

Investigation

of Political
Black

Activities

by Tax

Exempt Groups

follows on a nearly century long
Commentary submitted by the
effort
by the right to impose its po—
National Gay Lobby
, litical will on the nation. The
names of the organizations in—
WASHINGTON, DC — On
May 7, 18 radical right political or— , volved and those of their leaders
have changed over time, but not
ganizations announced they will
their strategy or their goal of na—
launch a series oftelevised attacks
tional domination.
on Gay men and Lesbians under
From the lynching of Black
the guise of advertisements pro—
Americans in the 1920s, ‘30s and
moting conversion to heterosexu—
‘40s by the Ku Klux Klan, to the
ality.
use in the 1950s by then Sen. Jo—
This latest attempt to demonize
seph McCarthy ofthe House Com—
a segment of our population should
mittee on Un—American Activities
serve as a wake up call to every
to
persecute those who opposed the
American who values liberty,
agenda of the right, to attempts by
equality, and the principles of jus—
the ultra—right wing John Birch So—
tice and fairness upon which our
ciety
during the 1960s to brand
country was founded.
civil
rights leader Dr. Martin
The. "Truth inm Love" TV ad
Luther
King, Jr. a communist
campaign began on Mother‘s Day
agent, to the scapegoating by dis—
in selected markets. The radical
graced President Richard Nixon
right launched its media campaign
and Vice President Spiro Agnew of
last July with full page advertise—
opponents
to the war in Viet Nam
‘ments in major newspapers, includ—
during the ‘70s as being respon—
ing the Washington Post and USA
sible for all of America‘s problems,
7mlm
ulin the
ll]; [£152 1fl!|t|nn—-fn|l3
to
This latest attack—on—Amerrca
collapse
of
communism
—
of Gay
this time by organizations that
men
and
Lesbians
as
the
new
na—
cloak themselves in the respectabil—
tional enemy, the radical right has
ity and constitutional protections
pursued a nonstop program of lies
guaranteed religious organizations,
Gay

Couple

Get

Approval

White

Box

and innuendo in its crusade to ad—
vance its political agenda. Leaders
ofthe right, including individuals
such as Jerry Falwell, Gary Bauer,
Pat Robertson and others, have per—
verted religious beliefs into a con—
torted dogma of hate and
intolerance in their relentless pur—
suit of political influence and fund—
ing for their organizations.
The time has come to identify
these anti—American elements as
what they are. These are not reli—
gious leaders or organizations, they
are a political force bent on politi—
cal domination.
The Human Rights Campangn
National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force, People for the American
Way, the Alliance for the Separa—
tion of Church and State, the
American Civil Liberties Union,
the National Committees of the
Democratic and Republican par—
ties, and every American who val—
ues truth and justice are asked to

Memphis,

Jackson,

Men

Together

42157

TN

Phone:

38174—2157

276—0168
MS

BWMT

601—373—9034

See Calendar on page 19 for event info.

Lesbian and

Gay

Tuesday, June 1, 7:00 p.m.
Memphls Public Library (Peabody & McLean)
— Meeting Room5.

J'”‘“ iwm‘onﬂuuyL\lUUyUlg in
calling for a full congressional in—

P.O. Box 241363, Memphis, TN 38124
Web page: www.gaymemphis.com/lgcj
Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News

vestigation into the affiliations and
tax status of religious and other tax
exempt organizations that engage
in political activities.
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Second Joint Adoption
HACKENSACK, N.J. (AP) —
What was once groundbreaking has
become routine for a Gay couple
from Bergen County, N.J.
A state judge on May 17 gave
the men permissionto jointly adopt
a second child.
The Maywood men, Jon Holden
and Michael Galluccio, helped pio—
neer the right of homosexual and
unmarried couples to jointly adopt,
allowing them the same stream—
lined process as married couples.
In October 1997, state Superior
Court Judge Sybil R. Moses per—
mitted them to adopt the foster
child, Adam; who is now 3—1/2.
The men had cared for him since
he was 3 months old.
Activists believe they were only
the second homosexual couple in
NewJersey with such a decree, and
have said the state gave unwitting
approval in the first case.
Later that year, Moses approved
a settlement in a class—action law—
suit brought by Gay couples against
the state in which the men were the
named plaintiffs.
Moses on May 17 gave the men
permission to jointly adopt their
second foster child, a 2—1/2—year—
old now called Madison Elena
Galluccio.
The men have been known as
Jon and Michael Galluccio since
their union was blessed in an Epis—
copal ceremony in. Jon, 35, and
Michael, 37, have been together for
#

more than 17 years.
The Galluccios began caring for
Madison when she was less than 3
months old. She had been born ad—
dicted to heroin and tested positive
for the HIV virus. With treatment,
she was later found free of HIV,
they said.
The class—action settlement,
which applies only to children in
the state‘s custody, made NewJer—
sey the first state to put Gay and

Reggie

White

unmarried couples seeking joint
adoption on equal footing with
married couples, Gay advocates
said.
New Jersey, like about half the
states, allowed each individual in

ent" adoption required an addi—
tional petition, taking more time
and money.

Words for Gays

end Reggie White was more concil—
atory on the subject of homosexual—
ity in his first speech in Madison
since he called homosexuals sinners.
The only time White mentioned:
Gay people in a speechto clergymen
May 4 was to criticize an unnamed
church that hadrefused membership
to a homosexual who wanted to join.

speech to Wisconsin lawmakers that
homosexualityis a sin, and the plight
of Gays and Lesbians should not be
compared to that of Blacks.
"Homosexuality is a decision, it‘s
not a race," White said at the time.
"People from all different ethnic

Speech

backgrounds live in this lifestyle. But
people from all different ethnic back—
grounds also are liars and cheaters
ard malicious and back—stabbing."
White also said that he believes
the media are agents of Satan and that
Christians must be held responsible
for the toleration ofevil in society.

help with the production of
the
~.

Memphis Gay and Lesbian
PRIDE PARADE and —
FESTIVAL
&
‘— Two Hour Shifts are
available so you can
enjoy it, too!

Those in the. media maytry to
absolve themselves of responsibility

;

shootings in Littleton, Colo., but they

said. "What gives us the right to re—
In March 1998, White said in a

in

Volunteers are needed to

for such tragedies as the school

"Jesus never rejected anyone," he
ject someone?"

PRIDE NEEDS YOU!

a Gay or unmarried relationship to
adopt a child, but the "second—par—

Has Kinder

MADISON, Wis. (AP) —
Former Green Bay Packers defensive

memphis Pride. Inc.

The lawsuit came about because

Call

help create an atmosphere that leads
f

to the tragedies, White said.
"I never blame Hollywood for
what‘s wrong," he said. "You don‘t
ask wicked people to do what‘s right.
The thing I‘m having a hard time

—

32—PRIDE
to volunteer

with are Christians who will stab you
in the back in a wink."

Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Ted
Hoffmann has attended service at
Saint James the Less church for 58
years. He got married inside the
Gothic—style, old stone building,
has relatives buriedin the crowded
cemetery that surrounds it and con—
siders
his fellow worshipers part of
his family.
He‘s also willing to give up
those symbols ofhis faith to keep
faithfulvalues.
to hisAndconservative
gious
most ofthe reli—
130
members
ofthis
North
Philadelphia
congregation agree.
The parish
joinedacrossa handful
Episcopal
parishes
the coun—of
try who have voted to "disaffiliate"
fromthe Episcopal Church because
ofdisagreements with the churceh‘s
liberal stance on issues such as Gay
and
female priests and same—sex
marriages.
The vote,
whichfromthe
made it Episco—
the first
church
to secede
pal Diocese of Pennsylvania, came
down on April Z5 but was first
made public
last week.splitNowasmention
ofthe
controversial
made
during
services
Sunday,
the
time that the congregation metfirstto
worship since the break was an—
nounced.
Later, as parishioners sipped
coffee and nibbled on pastries,
saidontheworship.
church wanted
toHoffmann
concentrate
"I was definitelyin favorofthis
a61.long"Fortimeyears,
ago," said Hoffmann,
wouldn‘tof tellthe
people that I was aI member
Episcopal church, but that I was a
member
Saint James
the Less."
But theof issue
is unlikely
to go
away
anytime
soon
with
more
mediate issues at stake, suchim—as
who owns the church property.
"I think it‘s a very grievous
thing and a very serious thing, what

wﬂﬁ
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doing,

thing,"
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and

a

of

very

foolish
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hoped
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a
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A
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similar dispute

church
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in

in

not
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very

much except to be in a relationship
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Brockton,
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records
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First Amendment Award Goes to Teacher
Removed as
PANAMA CI TY, Fla. (AP) ——
A high school teacher who was re—
moved as adviser of an award—win—
ning student newspaper because
the publication probed school and
teen—age issues was named May 4
as winner of a national First
Amendment award.
ReLeah Lent will receive the
1999 PEN/Newman‘s Own First
Amendment Award for making
Mosley High School‘s Making
Waves newspaper live upto its
name.
The award, established in 1992
by actor Paul Newman, includes a
$25,000 cash prize and limited edi—
tion artwork by sculptor Mark di
Suvero.
It is administered by the PEN
Freedom—to— Write Committee,
which also cited Lent‘s successful
effort to defeat an attempt to restrict
the reading of John Steinbeck‘s
novel Of Mice and Men at the
Florida Panhandle school.

Mosley High principal Bill
Husfelt admitted, in a pretrial state—
ment for a lawsuit Lent filed, that
he was trying to stifle criticism of
students and teachers in Making
Waves when he removed her as
adviser.
Lent remains at Mosley as an
English teacher.
The Bay County School Board
eventually agreed to a $120,000
settlement, but it did not include
her reinstatement as advisor. In—
stead, she began a debate program
to offer students a new vehicle for
self—expression.
Lent was honored May 12 in
New York along with Turkish play—
wright Esber Yagmurdereli and
Syrian poet Faraj Ahmad Birqdar
who will receive PEN/Barbara
Goldsmith Freedom—to Write
Awards.
While she was adviser, the Mak—
ing Waves students were respon—
sible for all of its content, and it

had a student—run editorial board.
Making Waves won numerous
Quill and Scroll and Scholastic
Press Association Awards.
Its independent course ended in
May 1997 when the principal with—
drew an ad for a Gay and Lesbian
support group and then removed
Lent, saying he wanted the paper
to focus more on raising school
spirit instead of"negative" stories

Newspaper Adviser

about the school and teen issues.
Lent said Husfelt told her he
wanted fewer probing stories and
more pictures of high— achievmg
students.
Husfelt said the final straw was
when Lent asked the advice of
Steve Bornhoft, editor of The News
Herald of Panama City, about
whether Making Waves should run

the Gay—Lesbian ad after he already
told her to reject it.
Bornhoft advised Lent that
Husfelt was in effect the school
paper‘s publisher and, therefore,
had the right to make such a deci—
sion. The ad was not run.
The School Board rejected a re—
quest by her former students to re—
instate her.

Living Word
Christian Church
]. Kyle Dearen, Pastor
340 N.Garlans
Merriphtis, TW 38104
Phone 276—0%577
Sunday Morning
Sunbay Evenings
Wesnmesbay Everimg

10 a.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.

Hybrid Virus Shows
Promise in AIDS Study
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —A
Blanchard and four researchers
new hybrid AIDS virus gives sci—
from Diamond reported their work
entists a better way to study the in the April 30 issue of the journal
disease
and possible treatments Science.
— in monkeys, say scientists from
It is the first ruull of a partner—
Tulane University and New York. ship which began last summer
Scientists have beentesting po— when Preston Marx, an Aaron Dia—
tential drugs and vaccines in mon— mond scientist, moved to the pri—
keys for a long time. But they have mate center to lead its AIDS
not been able to study the virus di— research program. He divides his
rectly in monkeys because the hu— time between the institutions.
man immunodeficiency virus does
The combination virus, known
not affect them.
as simian—human immunodefi—
Instead, scientists have studied ciency virus, was created at Dia—
a related disease — simian immu— © mond. Blanchard operated on the
nodeficiency virus — that does in— monkeys to determine disease pro—
fect monkeys. The results have gression after infection and the dif—
been close to what they might have ferent types of immune responses.
achieved with the human immuno—
It is the result of years of work
deficiency virus, but not as close with plenty of candidate viruses,
as researchers would like.
Blanchard said. "Sometimes, a vi—
So scientists at the Tulane Re— rus would infect monkeys but
gional Primate Research Center wouldn‘t cause disease. Some
and the Aaron Diamond AIDS Re—
would infect and cause disease but
search Center of New York devel— wouldn‘t mimic HIV."
oped a hybrid with characteristics
While it is easy to note when
of both viruses.
laboratory animals are infected, the
Even in monkeys, it triggers an real world isn‘t that orderly. Con—
immune—system response that is sequently, Blanchard said, these
much closer to what HIV touches vaccines and medicines will be ad—
off in people, said Dr. Jim ministered before, shortly after and
Blanchard, a veterinarian at the pri—
long after infection to test their
power.
mate center outside Covington.

"And in accordance with this will of God,
we
have been made holy, consecrated, and
sanctified through the offering made once
for
all of the body of Jesus Christ"
Hebrews 10:10 AMP
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Memphis Community
Gathers Seeking Healing
and Unity in Diversity
must continue
working
towards
Submitted
the Coalition
about
an
end
to
violence
Gay andbyLesbian
Affairs for bringing
in allanforms.
We begin
thisby seeking
process
on
individual
basis
On
Sun.,
June
13,‘the
Coalition
healing and renewal
forGay
and Lesbian
Religiouscom—Af— andin ourclaiming
own
lives."
fairs
willjoin
with
Memphis
This worship
service
will be anas
munity in"Diverse
aspecial People
worshipservice
important
step
in
this
process
called
Living
local
clergy
and
other
members
of
Peacefully"
at
Grace—St.
Luke‘s
the
Memphis
religious
community
Episcopal Church in Midtown at 3 come together to celebrate their
p.m.
themselves
This year
year‘sthatservice
will markwillthe commonalitiesandopen
to
opportunities
for
healing.
second
the
Coalition
"We aresaysvery Coalition
excited aboutBoardthe
seek
towithin
bringthehealing
and reconcili—
service,"
ation
Memphis
religious
memberJoel
Chapman. "The coa—
community.
lition
wascreatedtoprovideoppor—
Worshipers
will
be
invited
to
tunities within
for spiritual
growth reli—
and
name
their needandforindividual
and to engage
healing
the
Memphis
iningcommunal
heal—
communityofdiversity
and to promote
fromthat thetheyexperiencies
of vio—and thegiouscelebration
within
lence
have
witnessed
God‘s
creation.
Sponsoring
ser—
perhaps
endured
in their liveshate—in— viceslike ‘DiversePeople—Living
cluding
school
shootings,
Peacefully‘
isan integral partofour
crimes
andpastother12 months
forms ofassault.
mission."
"The
have
been
of all faiths and tradi—
scarred byMeadows.
violence,""Children
says Rev.are tionsPeople
will
bewelcomedat"Diverse
Timothy
People—Living
Peacefully."
being assaulted
shot in schools,
people
are GraceSt.
Luke‘sEpiscopalChurch
being
and
killed
because
is
located
in
Midtown
at
the
inter—
ofsexualthe orientation,
color of their
skin,
their
section
ofBelvedere
and
Peabody
theirgenderandin— (1720Peabody).Formoreinforma—
othertraitsthatdistinguishusas
about "Diverse
People—Liv—to
dividuals.
ingthe church,
Peacefully"
or
fordirections
"As a community of faith, we tion
please call 320—9376.
After Stonewall: From the
Riots to the Millennium
also
American
society
andthe
world
Thirty
years
ago,
America‘s
Les—
community.
According
to
program
bians andGay
men —alargelyclos—
producerJohn
Scagliotti,
"These
are
ected,
fragmented
and shunned
the
stories
that
prompted
the
public
community
—
experienced
a
pro—
itsownto family,
fundamental
val—re—
found inturning
point.
On June
27, toquestion
ues
with
regard
work,
1969,
what
i
s
considered
the
birth
relationships...
Through
ofthe
ModernGaycivil
rightsmove—and thisligionfilm,andviewers
will
be
educated
ment,
the
homosexual,
bisexual
the profound
influence
Gays
transgendered
patrons
ofthe
Stone— about
and
Lesbians
have
had
on
the
shap—
wall
Bar
in
New
York
City
sponta—
ofthe 20thandcentury."
neouslychronic
united police
and fought
back ingArchival
never—before—re—
against
harassment,
‘leased
footage
fromtheGay
andLes—
jeers
and
arrests.
After
Stonewall,
a
bian
community,
including
personal
90—minute
special
airing
Wea.,
June
andcenterpiece
8mm homeofAfterStone—
movies, pro—
23 at 8 p.m.theon GayWKNO/Channel
10, videos
vides
the
chronicles
and
Lesbian
ex—
wall. 200people
Filmmakersforthe
interviewed
more
perience
since
the Stonewallof theriots.70s‘ than
film,
includ—
From
the
emergence
authorFrank
Armistead
Maupin,Jewelle
early
Gay
Liberation
Movement
andon— ingactivists
Kameny,
Womyn‘s
music
festivals
to
the
and Barney
BarabaraFrankGittings;
Rep—
slaught ofmovement
AIDS, the vibrant
Gay Gomez
resentative
(D—Mass);
Games
and
Ellen
novelist
Dorothy
Allison;
presiden—
DeGeneres‘
highly
publicized
com—
tial
advisor
David
Mixner,
drag en—
ingourperformance,AfterStonewall
tertainerCharlesChing;
best—selling
presents
a
story
as
compelling,
re—
author
Rita
Mae
Brown;
Gay
com—
warding
and
provocative
as
the
in—
munity
leader
Elizabeth
Birth;
dividualtheLesbians
and Gays who Gay, Lesbian, bisexual andand
defined
era.
transgendered
individuals
from
all
Narrated
by
celebrated
musical
walks
oflife.
artist
MelissaEtheridge,AfterStone—
Stonewall
is the sequeldocu—to
wall
captures
the proud,
struggles,thoughdefeatsstil theAfter
Emmy
Award—winning
andstigmatized,
triumphsofacommunity.
mentary Before
Stonewall,
which
The filmof succeeded
in
bringing
Gay
and
Les—
records
the
personal
accounts
bian
issuesto
national
attention
Gays
and
Lesbians
who
have
trans—
formed not only theirown lives, but its PBS release in 1986. with
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Lastmonth
wepublishedastoryaboutoftheMysticKrewe
ofMemphis Unitedbeingformed.
Unfortunately, we
neglectedtoincludethispicturewiththestory.
ThispicturewastakenattheMysticKrewe
"ComingOut"partywith
Aphroditekrewesistersandfriends.
FrontRowLindaBarrett,
CarolSmith, LilyChristine(M.U.), Secondrow:Kay
Hays((M.U.),KarleneDent(M.U.),
GeorgiaMcCrory,
PattiMartin(Aphrodite),DebbieLong(Aphrodite).
Thirdrow:
Linda
Jones
(founder
ofM.U.),
Barbara
Baker
(M.U.),
Toy
(Aphrodite),
Terrie
Lemke
(Aphrodite),
Co
Walker
(Aphrodite).
Fourthrow:LauraLeeLove(PresidentofM.U.,
CyndiRork(PresidentofAphrodite),
Luann
Valentine
(M.U.), KathyBuchanan (M.U.). Watch fotthem in the Pride Parade.
Softball League In Full Swing
by.Chuck Saylor
Thesoftball
BluffCity
Sports
Associa—
tion
league
i
s
already
near—
ingthe
halfwaypoint
in
itsseason.
Despite
the mild thetemperatures
so
farfieldweather—wise,
action
on
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and heavy.
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"Turning Pride Into Power ~
Commentary by Jim Maynard, Co—chair
3
Memphis Lesbian & Gay
Coalition for Justice
On June 19, the Memphis Gay/
Lesbian community celebrates its
pride with the annual Memphis
Pride Parade and Festival. Gay/
Lesbian Pride is very important for
empowering both individuals and
the whole GLBT community with
a sense of pride in who and what
we are. This year‘s theme, "Build—
ing Community, One Step at a
Time," is a worthy and much
needed goal for the Memphis
GLBT community. We should all
take steps to build a stronger (and
more. visible) Gay/Lesbian com—
munity in Memphis.
Gay Pride is the product of a
historical event and a movement
with political goals. Although the
struggle for homosexual rights ex—
tends far back into the early 19th
century, it was the social and po—
litical climate of the 1960s that
gavebirth to Gay pride and created
a political movement for Gay
rights.
We have all heard about Stone—
wall, the riots in 1969 sparked by
police raids on a Gay bar in Green—
wich Village in New York City. At
that moment in history, the spark
of police brutality ignited a collec—

tive act of defiance by Gay men and
women led by flaming drag queens.
What followed the riots was even
more important — the formation of
a political movement for Lesbian
and Gay equal rights in the United
States. The Gay liberation move—
ment was born.
Much has changed in the years
since Stonewall and the late 1960s.
Gays and Lesbians have gained
some legal rights and have begun
assimilating into the American
mainstream. We have a long way
to go, however, in achieving equal—
ity with straight Americans.
Gays and Lesbians are discrimi—
nated against in the military and
many other public institutions; we
cannot legally marry and are denied
the same legal rights as married
heterosexuals; we are denied pa—
rental and adoption rights; we are
used as scapegoats by powerful
radical political groups; main—
stream religious organizations have
been slow to accept us as full par—
ticipants in churches and syna—
gogues; we are victims of violence
as well as prejudice and discrimi—
nation; and while a majority of the
American people oppose discrimi—
nation against Gays and Lesbians,
they continue to believe it is wrong,
immoral or sinful to be Gay or Les—
bian. We are a long way from the
goals of the Gay liberation move—

Spirituality

in Theory

P

4

cal, state and national political rep—

less) money than one weekend of

Gay pride parades and festivals resentatives. This month you can bar—hopping. We must invest more
are wonderful empowering events, contact your state representatives ofour financial resources in politi—
but they are not enough to win po— and urge them to support the hate cal action and organization. It‘s an
litical power.
crimes bill (SB 8$97/HB 989). Con— unfortunate reality that political
We must work to turn our pride tact your national representatives in power requires lots of money. We
into power. In order to gain politi— Congress and urge them to support have it, we just don‘t invest it very
cal, rights, we must gain political the Hate Crimes Prevention Act, wisely.
power. This requires building a and the Employment Non—dis—
Let us take these steps to build
strong GLBT community with a crimination Act (ENDA).
a stronger GLBT community and
more visible presence in the greater
(4) Join and support organiza— to turn our community pride into
Memphis community and in our ~ tions that are working for your civil political power.
local government.
rights. There are many Gay/Les—
For more information write
There are important steps each bian political organizations that LGCJ, PO Box 241363, Memphis
of us must take to gain political you can join and financially sup—
cori
t6:
power:
port for about the same (probably lge @gaymemphis.com.
(1) Register to vote, it is your
right and duty as a citizen ofthis
county.
Lesbian
Notions
(2) Vote, and use your vote to
support and reward candidates who
by Paula Martinac
support Gay and Lesbian equal
See Page 29
rights.
(3) Communicate with your lo—

No

tRepresentation
to Buyers!

ip: m. bya friendwho wasunable

togetananswer thedoor. —
Police went inside the house

and found Honeycutt fatally
stabbed. Robbery is a presumed
motive.
Anyone with information is
asketo.call CrimeStoppers at
©528—CASH. Callers are given se—
cret code numbers to protect their
identity. Up to $1000 in cash will
be paid to anyone with informa—
tion leading to an arrest.

GLENN A. MOORE
Broker, Owner, MBA
13 Years Experience, Memphis Native
377—1057
w

WOODLAND
WEB SITE hftp://members.aol.com/gmx
Updated Comparables for Harbor Town & Mid—Town

LL.
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Buns on the Run
2150 Elzey Avenue, just east of Cooper
Open Mon 7am — 3pm; Tues ~T, {ani — 6pm; Sat Zam — 2pm

and

Practice.
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Pam and Sharron have the coffee on
and the griddle hot at 7 each morning. —

Idlewild Presbyterian Church
1750 Union

Start your day with a hot, hearty
breakfast from Buns on the Run.

All are welcome .

Sundays —— Services 8:30 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.
Tuesdays —— Service of Wholeness 5:30 p.m.
Wednesdays —— Church Night Dinner 5:30 p.m.
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As AIDS Epidemic Evolves,
Service Groups Struggle to
Position Themselves
By Jordan Lite
nomenon in itself?
money — and priorities.
But others discount the need for
for AIDS."
Associated Press Writer
They have to shift strategy,
such an extensive network. While
The San Francisco AIDS Foun—
That‘s left veteran case manage—
many say.
dation last year transferred a third
it makes sense for patients from
ment workers frazzled. Like its
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
"Maybe in the long term we
of its Spanish—speaking clients to
Whittier, Calif., to have 100 AIDS
New York City counterpart, AIDS
Predictability can offer a certain can‘t maintain that sense of crisis.
other groups and juggled about 200
agencies to choose from around
Project Los Angeles has burgeoned
comfort, even if this is what you Maybe it‘s finding a way
HIV—positive women into other
Los Angeles County since it takes — the once predominantly Gay
to man—
know: You will die young, of age AIDS as a decades—long health
caseloads when the city redistrib—
them two hours to reach APLA,
caseload of 4,200 men has turned
AIDS.
problem, said Tom Metzger,
smaller communities don‘t neces—
uted the organization‘s $244,671
into 8,000 diverse clients. Al—
Long—term survivor Chip spokesman for the National AIDS
case management grants to other
sarily need so many options, Th—
though officials there have for
Supanich knows. When he learned Fund, a nonprofit in Washington,
agencies. At the same time, the
ompson said.
sometime chosen 800 ofthe needi—
he was HIV—positive in 1985, the D.C.
foundation‘s caseload increased to
"We don‘t need all those execu—
est for regular case management —
San Franciscan took his doctor‘s
Though the AIDS death rate
3,500 from 2,500 over 18 months
tive directors, all those people run—
leaving each case manager to su—
gloomy prediction to heart, and took a nosedive beginning in 1996
ning agencies," he says, adding that
and received nearly $1.5 million
pervise as many as 65 people si—
began partying, partying, partying and brought public donations down
more from the city for housing pro—
more programs can make care less
multaneously — these days one has
— and developing a methamphet—
with it, the Centers for Disease
grams — $3,289,155 from
cost—effective. "We‘re keeping
to be sicker, with more problems,
amine habit. Three years ago, that Control in Atlanta reports that the
agencies going potentially for the
$1,789,681 the year before.
to make the cut.
left him homeless, 45 pounds thin— number of new HIV infections has
wrong reasons. People need to put
The National AIDS Fund gave
"It used to be when you worked
ner and desperate for AIDS medi— remained steady over this decade
more than $70 million to commu—
their egos aside and their jobs aside
with the clients you were able to
cations.
— some 40,000 new cases annu—
and look at what‘s best for pa—
nity AIDS groups over the past
take a couple minutes to talk to
Now 38, Supanich says: "I have ally.
tients."
decade but over the last year elimi—
them and comfort them and give
faith that my life is not near its
Nationwide, an estimated
nated matching funds in five U.S.
Even the big groups are strug—
them extra attention about other
end." Yet, even as protease inhibi—
15,000 groups serve patients with
cities as a handful of smaller orga—
gling. Gay Men‘s Health Crisis —
things," Coleman says. "You still
tor drugs coax his weight back to HIV. While some focus narrowly
nizations folded into others or died
the nation‘s largest nonprofit AIDS
attempt to do that, but there‘s
normal, he concedes: "I can be cer— on such issues as mental health
altogether.
organization, serving more than
someone else behind them so
tain of nothing."
counseling, others are functioning
9,500 people each year in New
Some resent the suggestion that
there‘s not a lot of time."
AIDS service organizations find more and more broadly — much
AIDS groups should consolidate,
York City — may be hardest hit.
For Kevin Bradley, another pa—
themselves in this same dilemma,
like welfare organizations with cli—
as is happening in Los Angeles, or
In the past 1 1/2 years, the center
tient who relies on the San Fran—
simultaneously in transition and in ents who require housing, insur—
rely on umbrella social service
slashed its staff of 300 by 25 per—
cisco AIDS Foundation, the
limbo.
ance and help with drug abuse.
agencies.
cent and its budget of $27 million
personal touches Coleman strives
Once, these organizations fo—
"HIV is a problem in their life,
"I guess if you agree that the by almost 20 percent.
for are part of what keeps him com—
cused on helping patients get their but it‘s not the biggest," said Pam
system of care and services that
And unfortunately for AIDS
ing back to a place he believes is
affairs in order and keeping them Coleman, a caseworker at AIDS
was built around HIV was a re—
activists, others are tapping their
essential to his survival.
comfortable as they died.
Project Los Angeles who has been
tradition of creative fund—raising.
markable thing, rather than ask,
"Without some place like this,
‘"We had a horrible certainty, there for 10 years.
‘Why not treat AIDS like other dis—
"Lots of other. organizations
where does one go?" he asks. "I
and now we have a mixed—bag cer—
For example, the San Francisco
have adopted the same tools very
eases, why not treat other diseases
don‘t think it‘s over. I don‘t think
tainty," says Craig E. Thompson, AIDS Foundation not only
the way we treat HIV disease?"
helped
effectively," says Gustavo Suarez,
we can ease up. I‘m not completely
executive director of AIDS Project Supanich decipher state insurance
a spokesman for the San Francisco
asks Daniel Zingale, executive di—
confident that what‘s happening
Los Angeles, whois HIV—positive. coverage, it also got him into sub—
rector of Washington, D.C—based
AIDS Foundation. "You‘ve got lots
now is going to last."
Now, with more patients like sidized housing — a more stable
AIDS Action.
of walks and lots ofrides, not just
Supanich living longer, just how environment that proved crucial for
"exceptional" a disease is AIDS? his daily regimen of 15 medica—
And what happens to the funds and
tions.
Lawmakers Say Molestation
Arrest
supporters — the voluminous net—
To adapt to this expanding and
work of help that became a phe—
needy population, nearly every or—
Won‘t Stop Fight to Ban Gay
Adoptions
ganization has been forced to shift
ANDERSON, Ind. (AP) — The
adopting.
arrest of an Anderson man on child
"I feel so sorry for that little
molestation charges won‘t deter
girl," said Lutz, who co—authored
future attempts to pass a bill bar—
the unsuccessful bill last year. "But
ring homosexuals from adopting
this is something we can‘t legislate
children or serving as foster par—
not to happen. We‘ve got to think
ents, supporters say.
of the child involved and give all
Indiana lawmakers were quick
we as a public can give to provide
to join
Butch and
Sandi — a normal family environment. We
Kimmerling‘s crusade against a
owe it to the children."
Gay couple‘s attempt to adopt an
A sponsor oflast year‘s legisla—
8—year—old foster child last year,
tion says he won‘t back off, either.
saying such an adoption was
"What has happened with Butch
against God‘s will.
Kimmerling is not going to affect
The Kimmerlings‘ eventually
the bill at all," Rep. Woody Bur—
won custody ofthe girl, now 9.
ton said. "I am going to certainly
On May 14, the 51—year—old bus
look into presenting the revised bill
driver confessed in a videotaped ‘in January."
interview to molesting the child. He
Marla Stevens, a longtime Gay—
has pleaded not guilty to the
rights activist at the Statehouse,
charge.
said the decision to push on with
Despite the allegations, Rep.
proposed legislation was irrational.
Jack Lutz, R—Anderson, and others
"The people with this point of
still want to prevent Gays from
view are either sadly ignorant or,

ue

seman ame ecs

«230 pun /"

Queer
Science
by Dr. Simon LeVay
See page 31
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in lawmakers‘ cases, intentionally
ignorant," she said. "There are over
25 years of research that clearly
show that the sexual orientation of
parents essentially has no bearing
on the well—being ofthe child. The
things that matter are love, consis—
tency and support."
Burton, R—Greenwood, said if
Kimmerling did molest the girl, he
should be punished to the fullest
extent of the law. But his case
shouldn‘t cloud the bigger issue,
Burton said.
"This is not an issue about a
personal case," Burton said. "It‘s
looking at the best interest of the
kids. The best environment for kids
is a family with a mother and a fa—
ther."
Kimmerling, who is free on
$35,000 bond, is scheduled fortrial
Oct. 12.
The Indiana Civil Liberties
Union opposed Burton‘s bill in this
year‘s session and will fight any
effort to reintroduce it, said Sean
Lemieux, the ICLU‘s director of
projects.
"That bill looks at the interest
ofthe state first and, if they have
time, the child‘s," Lemieux said. "I
fully expect the legislation will be
reintroduced next session. Ifit is,
we‘ll be vigilantly fighting against
it."
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AIDS

Hoax

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — A
hoax about people getting AIDS
from contaminated needles in
movie theaters was fueled in Mis—
sissippi by a memo from a state
agency director.
Don Taylor, executive director
ofthe state Department of Human
Services, unwittingly spread the
hoax.
"I‘ m embarrassed to report that,
yes, that‘s true," Taylor said.

Unwittingly Spread
Taylor sent out an internal
memo March 31 with his initials,
warning employees that people
could contract HIV through con—
taminated needles placed on the
seats inside movie theaters or in
coin slots of telephones.
"We found out the next day it
was not true," he said. "We had egg
all over our face, so we had to fax
to everyone and say we screwed up,
basically."

by

Miss.

Last month, the DHS memo
wound up on a bulletin board in the
offices of the state Insurance De—
partment.
Insurance Department spokes—
man Shep Montgomery said he
thought it was an urban legend and
"didn‘t put much stock in it."
The urban legend, which has
spread across other cities in past
years, has increased in popularity
over the last couple of months, fed—
eral health officials say.
River Oaks Hospital also fell for
the hoax, issuing an internal memo
that wound up posted in the Hinds

DHS Chief

County Justice Court building.
Said Davis Richards, a vice
president with River Oaks: "It
wasn‘t meant to be alarmist or any—
thing like that. We‘re not in that
business."
Richards said the memo was
sent out as a public service to em—
ployees. "Our heart was in the right
place."
The U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention says the ru—
mors are baseless.
"We have not documented any
needle—stick infections outside health
care settings," said Dr. Ronald O.

Valdiserri, a CDC deputy director.
The amount and access of infor—
mation through the Internet has
helped fuel the rumor, said
Valdiserri, second—in—command of
the CDC‘s National Center for HIV,
STD and TB Prevention. He recom—
mends looking to credible sources.
"The state health department is a
very important source ofinformation
about HIV and other sexually trans—
mitted diseases," he said.
State Health Officer Dr. Ed Th—
ompson would not comment on the
urban legend.
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NORTHAMPTON, Mass. (AP) to 20 percent discounts for Lesbi—
— Residents ofthis western Mas— ans and
sachusetts town say author Tracy
Yet, Kidder‘s book Home Town
Kidder‘s new nonfiction book doesn‘t have one openly Gay char—
about Northampton is a decent por—
acter. The central figures include a
trayal oflife there, except for one policeman, a judge, a welfare
thing.
mother and a lawyer. Unnamed
It barely mentions the Lesbians.
Lesbians are mentioned only in
"It‘ s the biggest gap," local bak— passing.
ery owner Sunia Hood told The
"His book doesn‘t reflect the
Boston Globe. "The Lesbians are everyday experience of most
hugely important in making people who live here," said Julie
Northampton what it is."
Pokela, a Lesbian business leader.
Kidder defended the lack of Les—
An estimated 4,500 self—identi—
fied Lesbians live in the town of bian characters, saying, "I didn‘t
29,000, where there are three set out to do sociology or political
openly Lesbian city councilors, a science. I tell the stories of people
I found interesting, people whose
90—member Lesbian and Gay Busi—
ness Guild, a 1 5—team Lesbian soft— lives intersect with the town in
ball league, an annual Lesbian meaningful ways. I couldn‘t write
parade, and dozens of Lesbian sup— everything."
port groups.
He added, "It seemed trite, or
In addition, business leaders are ‘stupid, to define someone in terms
planning a special card offering 10 of their sexuality."

Canadian

Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins « 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax .
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor

But Poleka said the assimilation
of Lesbians into the communityis
an essential part of Northampton‘s
story.
"There are other Gay enclaves,
but there‘s no place I know where
the Gay populationis so integrated
into the community," she said.
The absence of Lesbians doesn‘t
seem to have affected local sales
of "Home Town." At Beyond
Words bookstore, co—owner Jeff
Krauth estimated sales were about
10 times better than a normal best
seller.
_
Some Lesbians, like Robyn
Camarata, were happy about their
omission from the book.
"We‘re strong enough on our
own not to need every book that
comes along to mention us," she
said.

Court Allows Same—sex

substantial," said Ian Brodie, po—
OTTAWA (AP) — In a land—
litical science professor at the Uni—
mark decision on Gay rights,
versity of Western Ontario.
Canada‘s Supreme Court ruled
"Spouses get special treatment not
May 20 that Ontario‘s definition of
just in family law, but in all sorts
a spouse is unconstitutional and
ofother law, too."
ordered the province to amend its
The case began when a woman
laws to include same—sex couples
discovered she couldn‘t seek ali—
within six months.
mony from her former female part—
The much—anticipated ruling
could mean hundreds .of laws will ner and sued to have that section
of spousal law struck down.
have to be rewritten in other prov—
Ontario‘s definition of a spouse is
inces and in federal law.
someone ofthe opposite sex.
"The consequences here are
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DELIVERY

Two

Plead

Beating,

Innocent in

Burning

Death

Swingin‘ Summer Auction

of

Gay Man
By Jay Reeves
Associated Press Writer
ROCKFORD, Ala. (AP) —
Two men accused of murdering a
small—town acquaintance and burn—
ing the body because he made a ho—
mosexual advance on them pleaded
innocent May 20 to death—penalty
charges.
A judge said Steven Eric
Mullins and Charles Monroe But—
ler Jr. could go on trial for capital
murder Aug. 2, but their attorneys
said a delay was possible.
Relatives of Billy Jack Gaither,
39, want the men put to death for
the slaying, which once again fo—
cused national attention on hate
crimes against homosexuals and
gave momentum to a legislative
movement to extend the state‘s hate
crime law to protect Gays.
"They took my brother‘s life.
Why can‘t the state take their
lives?" Randy Gaither said outside
the courthouse.
Under Alabama law, a capital
murder conviction carries only two
possibilities: death in the electric
chair or life in prison without pa—
role.
Sheriff‘ s investigators have said
the two confessed to plotting the
murder of Gaither, whom authori—
ties say was lured from his home
and beaten to death at an isolated
spot on Feb. 19. The body was
taken to a creek bank, where it was
burned atop a pyre of old tires.
During separate hearings,
Mullins and Butler said only "Yes,
sir," when Circuit Judge John
Rochester asked whether they un—
derstood the charges and knew they
could be sentenced to death. De—
fense lawyers entered their pleas
for them.
In addition to pleading innocent,
Butler pleaded innocent by reason
ofinsanity, although defense law—
yer Billy Hill said he did not an—
ticipate using an insanity defense.
"I‘m just covering all the bases,"
he said.
An orange prison suit hid tattoos
that court records describe as be—
ing on Butler: a grim reaper on the
right shoulder, a cow skull on the
left. With a fair complexion, wavy
red hair and a S5—foot—5 frame, the
21—year—old man looked younger
than his age.
Mullins‘ right thumb is tattooed
with two lightning bolts: a Nazi

Mark

Gay

Your

Pride

symbol adopted by some white su—
premacists, including skinheads.
Mullins, 25, has a shaved head and
a reddish goatee, but his lawyer
said his appearance wasn‘t linked
to any political views.
"He isn‘t trying to be bad. He‘s
bad," said Rod Giddens.
Mullins‘ mother has "washed
her hands" of him, Giddens said,
and the unemployed construction
worker has seen his father only
twice in his life, one ofthose times
being since his arrest. "He doesn‘t
have anybody," said Giddens.
Residents of Sylacauga, where
all the men lived, have said Mullins
was sometimes seen wearing com—
bat boots and T—shirts with racist
slogans.
Butler lived and did construc—
tion work with his father, who was
in court but did not speak with re—
porters. The Butler and Gaither
families have known each other for
years, and Randy Gaither said
Butler‘s grandmother once baby—
sat him.
In addition to the pleas, defense
lawyers filed a barrage of motions,
including one from Butler asking
that the case file, hearings and the
trial itself be closed to the media.
Butler has complied with investi—
gators‘ request for a hair sample to
be used in forensic analysis, Hill
said.
Mullins asked the judge to
throw out a statement in which in—
vestigators say he confessed to the
killing. Mullins talked because he
was promised "that by giving a
statement he would avoid the death
penalty," Giddens claimed in court
papers.
The motions could be consid—
ered during a June 24 hearing, dur—
ing which the judge said he would
accept a guilty plea if either man
works out a deal with prosecutors.
Hill said he would "keep the
door open" to a plea bargain for
Butler, while Giddens said it was
too early to determine whether a
deal might be possible for Mullins.
The House Judiciary Commit—
tee last month passed the bill that
would increase penalties for crimes
committed against homosexuals. It
is pending in the House.
Gaither‘s slaying has been com—
pared to the dragging death of a
black man in Texas and the fatal
beating of Matthew Shepard, the
Gay Wyoming college student who
was lashed to a fence.

Calendars

Parade and

Festival
Sat., June 19
(See ad on page 36)

fan

Party

Auction for AIDS
Friends For Life AIDS Re—
source Center is gearing up big
time for its 12th annual Auction for
AIDS.
This year‘s chairperson, Butch
Valentine, guarantees it‘s going to
be a party, and with the line—up of
donations and entertainment, it will
certainly be just that — a Swingin‘
Summer Auction Party.
This year‘s auction returns to
Hardin Hall of the Memphis
Botanic Garden on Sun., June 27,
from 3 p.m.and should last until 8
p.m..
The first of the live auctions
begin at 4:30, with FM 100‘s Tom
Prestigiacomo keeping things mov—

ing along in his role as auctioneer.
WMC Channel 5°‘s anchorperson
Kim Hindrew will be there in her
role as honorary co—Chair.
Lively entertainment will be
provided by the Jungle Room. If
you haven‘t heard this group yet,
you are in for a huge surprise. From
their colorful zoot suits to their
Manhattan Transfer—style music to
their incredible energy, you will be
entertained and moved to bid
higher and higher.
Butch has promised that mem—
bers ofthe Auction Committee are
gathering up items that will pro—
duce plenty of "oohhs" and
"aahhs."

Woman Sentenced to

"A wide variety of businesses
and individuals are making incred—
ible donations. There will be some—
thing for everybody, every taste,
every budget," says Butch.
"Just come prepared to shop,
shop, shop and to buy, buy, buy—
and be ready to take home any—
thing," he adds.
The cover charge is $5 with
complimentary food by Arizona
Restaurant and a sushi bar provided
by Sekisui. Cash bars will include
white wine, Bloody Marys, beer
and soft drinks.
If anyone is interested in donat—
ing to the auction, contact Butch Val—
entine at the Friends For Life office.

15—24 Months for

Role in Shepard Attack
LARAMIE, Wyo. (AP) _ The
girlfriend of a man who pleaded
guilty to killing Gay college student
Matthew Shepard has been sen—
tenced to up to two years in prison
for helping to cover up evidence.
Chasity Vera Pasley, 20, cried
repeatedly Friday as she was sen—
tenced to 15 months to two years
in prison for being an accessory
after the fact to first—degree mur—
der.
Pasley said she was sorry for
helping to dispose of bloody cloth—
ing her boyfriend, Russell
Henderson, wore during the Oct. 7
attack on Shepard, 21.

"I needed to face up to what I
did," Pasley said. "I can‘t bring him
back. I‘m sorry."
Authorities said Henderson and
Aaron McKinney, both 21, posed
as homosexuals and lured Shepard
out of a bar before taking him to a
remote area, pistol—whipping him
and leaving him tied to a fence in
the cold. He died five days later.

Pasley faced up to three years
in prison.
Henderson pleaded guilty last
month to kidnapping and felony
murder, and was sentenced to con—
secutive life prison terms.
McKinney has pleaded innocent
and is scheduled to stand trial in
August. He faces the death penalty
if convicted of murder.

Representative

852 S. Cooper Memphis TN 38104

Undergoing Sex
Change Elected
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) — The Broward County
Democratic Party has elected a
transsexual as a member ofits ex—
ecutive board of directors.
Dressed in a skirt, blouse and ~
women‘s shoes, Dave Arnold,
who now goes by Diane, was
named to the organization‘s top
board during a meeting of 300
party members on May 18. He
will represent five cities in Cen—
tral Broward.
"I‘m a transsexual," said
Arnold, 64. "Living as a woman
is something I thought about for
the past 50 years, but I would
never do it while my wife was
alive."
Arnold said he legally changed
his name to Diane Arnold last
month and is undergoing hor—
mone therapy.
"I haven‘t had anybody who
criticized this," Arnold said. "I‘m
living my life as I want to, and
people understand."
Arnold has been active in
Broward politics. Last year, he
lost the race for mayor of Lauder—
dale Lakes.

(901) 272—2853
You can get all your floral needs
met here at Lavender Earth.

Youcan watch as we turn
Flowers into Art.

—

You deserve the personal attention
you get from Lavender Earth.

Soaprocks??
Yes we have glycerin soap that
will stun you with their beauty.
These soaps look identical
to precious gem stones.
A must for every bath.
Tues—Sat
10am—6pm

Visa/MC/Disc/AE
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A Service of the
Memphis Gay
Lesbian
Community
Center
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Playhouse
DSLs1G
PaG EANT
An All—Male Cast Brings You The
Ladies Of The
"*Miss Glamouresse®""‘ Pageant
And Invite You To Be The Judge
May 21 — June 20
726—4656
The Circuit

[

From The Author of Driving Miss Daisy
The Last Night of
Ballyhoo
June 4 — July 3
72.
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Ctr. Cove, 5:45pm
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:
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32,326; 115m
* Living Word Christian Methodist, 6:30pm
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Gay and Lesbian
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« Gay Pride Rally,
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* Living Word
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AOL

Profile Quotes

Reveal

Humor and

Personality

* If life gives you lemons, then
be bitter.

address, you turn down the
volume on the radio?

* "Yes, I can be moody. I can be

* Never pet a burning dog!
Those who know me well

* Why not have a stupidity tax?

* Education‘s purpose is to re—

* Who da hell stopped the pay—

know that I am a great propo—
nent of the internet. One ofthe
many ways to get to the internet

Just tax the stupid people!
* I am the only author of the dic—
tionary that defines me.

place an empty mind with an
open one.

and bitchy, I keep my butt at
home." —Anita Baker

* WARNING: Objects on AOL

is through America‘ Online
(AOL). All users of AOL have
the option of filling out a per—

* People say true friends must
always hold hands, but true
friends don‘t need to hold

appear larger than they really
are!!!
* About the Titanic ...It sank. Get

what you see!

By Allen Cook

sonal profile for each of their

hands because they know the

screen names. It‘ s no secret that

other hand will always be

different personas because AOL

* If I‘ m guilty for what goes on

over it.

with after that.

in my mind, then give me the

* Take it in your hands Mrs.
murphy, it only weighs 1/4 of

One of the most interesting
and telling things about these

* One of the great tragedies of

a pound, it has hair around its
neck like a turkey... it will spit

profiles are the "quotes" The
last item in each profile is a per—

life is to discover that you are
already where you are going.

at you if you shake it up and
down.

sonal quote — it may be from
yourself, from someone you

* Life is like an onion — it has
many layers, it tastes great in

* Friends dont make Friends
vote Republican.

admire, or simply a memorable
saying. Here are some I have

many combinations, it can
also make you cry at times.

* "If you don‘t have anything
nice to say to anyone, come

gathered with surfing AOL chat
rooms and checking out pro—
files.

* "Stand for something, or you
will fall for anything"

*Where am I going, and why am

* You can kill men and cripple
nations, but you can never

I in this handbasket?
skydiving is probably not the

some of us are looking at the

be Clinton then but I expect

stars." — Oscar Wilde
* Friends help you move; real
friends help you move bod—
ies:

a good b/j from you, bitch!
* Why is it that when you‘re
driving and looking for an

sport for yow!
* If you don‘t like what you see
in the mirror, you have two
choices: (1) change what you
want to see, or (2) change

need

help?

Family Services of the Mid—South has been
awarded a grant to provide a variety of ser—
vices to help people with HIV/AIDS improve
their lives.
You may be eligible for:
* Case Management
* Housing Placement
* Support groups for individuals,
partners, family members
* Individual and family counseling
* Resource Identification
* Emergency assistance for food,

CRYBABY ext. MAMA
HELP ME
be Clinton??? no??...ok, I‘ll

living with

Now there‘s an answer.

sit down next to me."
Alice B. Toklas

* "We are all in the gutter, but

who I am or move on... I did
not choose this life it was
given to me, I wear it proudly.

HIV/AIDS and

rent, medicine, utilities.
If you‘d like more information on

* I‘ll be Monica, do you wanna

destroy a good idea

* If at first you don‘t succeed,

Are you

* Things going bad? Call 1—800—

Malcolm X

* I am a Gay man, accept me for

company on ANY level.

* We all have two lives: one we

electric chair for all my future
crimes.

allows you five different screen
names.

ment on my reality check?
* The only thing worse than be—
ing alone, is wishing you
were". I refuse to keep bad

learn with and the one we live

there .—Unknown

some people develop up to five

bitchy... but when I‘m moody

these free services, call 452—6208
and ask for information about
HOPWA

(Housing Opportunities for People with AIDS)
Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News

725—1909
MEMPHIS
AT PLAY

1268 MADISON

Fridays —‘8 p.m
POOL
TOURNAMENT
PRIVATE

OR

PARTY

MEETING

Private

ROOM

Entrance

Or Entrance
Through J—Wag‘s

COOKOUTS

Happy Hour Beer Prices

Saturdays

During Tournament

1 p.m. Until...

Win a Budweiser Pool Stick

Bottle Beer Special
with Cookouts

¥

. For Information
[—

& Bookings

Import Beer
For $1.75

do

And Party with Our
New Bartender "James"
Chicken & Looking Good
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GoP—— How STUPID WAS T, TAKING in A ROOMMATE
T HAD THE HoTs FORT As iF SKY WAS GONNA FALL
ror ME, The short pumPy Guy wiTH THE
HAIRY BACK... WHAT WAs T THINKING ?

GLEN HANSON
and
ALLAN NEUWIRTH

You weren‘t THINKING,
NATHAN. MR. PEE—PEE
WAS Doin6 THE
THINKING PoR you.
[

Pow‘ 1 qustT
give uP? T HAP PAUL,
AND Now HES Gone...
LETS FAKE iT, TM &oNNA
BE AoNE FoR THE
Rest oF MY LIFE...

INZ «& OIM Z
Memphis‘ Fun Card & Gift Shop
553 S. Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104

Narian, our watking
ALONG THE PiER WITH
HiS BEST FRIEND RICHARD,
WALLOWS iN MiSERY...
HoNEY, PUM—LEEZE.
you Haye GOT To
STOP FEELING SORRY,
Fog yourseur!

THat‘s easy
FoR You TO
Say —— you
HAVE RUBEN.

un uH! Anp Y‘knwow
where we met? He
LAUNDRoMAT! = HA HA Z
we GOT our UNDERWEAR

(901) 728—6535

THAT KEPT HAPPENING, EVEN AFTER
we MOVED In ToaETHER ... 90 Now,
we FuUST pow‘t WEM

CARDS, GIFTS &
NOVELTY ITEMS

THANK You, RiCHARC.
[ hiat‘s MoRE iNFORMATiON
THAN I NEEDED

MiXED uP ...

FOR EVERY
OCCASION
Your Locally Gay Owned & Operated
Pride Merchandise Headquarters

Visit Us At Our
Gop, LooK AT THAT Guy OVER THERE ...
SHORT, PARK AND cute —— Just MY TYPE...
anp or course HE‘s GoT
,
a sovrrieno! >sign ?
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ofthe
Celebrate the 30th Anniversary
Stonewall Riots

d

© 1999

send our activism more into the
mainstream. This is positive and
negative. Becoming more main—
stream means sacrificing unique
identity. My Pride day is just as
important to me as the Italian
festival, the Greek festival or the
Black Family Reunion. How—
ever, this trend can inspire us to
be more natural about our lives.
It can be as simple as casual
conversation. "What do I do?
Well, I work in a Corporate
Trust department at a bank, I
occasionally do theatre, I‘m in
the church bell choir, I square
dance and I write for the Gay/
Lesbian newspaper, " followed
by "My partner is a music
teacher and rides horses." That
goes in the same order as, "1
work for FedEx, usher at the
Orpheum, work in my garden
and have two children. My
spouse is a loan officer at a bank
and plays golf." Just natural.
This is the way one teaches oth—

TiL

EHH, HoW HARD cout
it‘s
my gop... 1 VT can‘ 60 to Ssiekdt Guess GYM.
A STEAM— —
A
C
f
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f
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S
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g
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eating
like
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GLEN HANSON
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and
P
out hiding anything. That‘s
;
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fe
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speaks to the diversity in what
and
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other
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< £ sre CﬁA,.
Lesbians, in our own commu—
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ney— teres Tat cure
..
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nity.
|
~ GLP — OKAY, NATHA
FIND
1 SAW AT THE PER! GoTTA
AY,
ANYW
YOU,
NO ONE‘S LOOKING AT
..>
Gay/Lesbian/Bi/Trans Pride
Some WAY TO TALK TO HiM
celebrations have a multiple
purpose. They give us an oppor—
tunity to see one another at a
large social event. They give us
a start at networking among our—
selves. They also give us some—
thing to take back to our clubs, —
organizations and bars. Pride
should also give us something
to take back to work, church,
T: —— MiNP |
[FuH. THAT WAsN‘T
I
school and society. This is our
IP 1 WORK
50 BAD —— Y ‘KNOW,
in wird YAZ
new definition of community,
and
do,
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I
what
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Nevada

Legislature Passes

Exempts

Employment Rights

Bill; Amendment

Non—profit Groups

WASHINGTON, ~DC —‘ The
National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force applauded the Nevada
legislature‘s approval of a bill to
ban job discrimination based on
sexual orientation.
The bill passed the Assembly
30—11 on April 1 and the Senate
on May 20 by a vote of 13—8. The
measure now goes back to the As—
sembly for approval of a Senate
amendment, then on to Governor
Kenny Guinn (R) who has pledged
to sign it into law.
"We commend the Nevada leg—
islature for recognizing that dis—
crimination is wrong," said Kerry
Lobel, executive director of the
National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force. "Today‘s vote sends a sig—
nal that Nevada values and respects
all its citizens."
Introduced by openly Gay As—
semblyman David Parks, the bill

will add sexual orientation to the
and Vermont (1992); Minnesota states cover only employment—
Measures in only two of these
state‘s existing employment non—
(1993); Rhode Island (1995); and
based discrimination (Delware, I1—
states remain alive (California and
discrimination law.
New Hampshire (1997).
linois, Louisiana, Nevada, and
New York).
The bill carries an amendment
Bills creating or strengthening Texas). Only the Nevada bill re—
For more information about the
that exempts non—profit organiza—
civil rights laws covering Gay, Les—
mains alive.
bill, contact David Parks at 775/684—
tions from complying with the
bian, bisexual, and transgender
Comprehensive civil rights leg—
8821. For other state legislative ac—
sexual orientation provision of the
people have been introduced in 20
islation banning discrimination on
tivity, please consult the 1999
non—discrimination provisions. The
states (California, Colorado, Dela—
the basis ofsexual orientation in the
Legislative Updates issued by the
exemption would apply to all
ware, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Loui—
areas of employment, housing, and
Task Force at http:/www.ngltf.org/
nonprofits, such as charitable or—
siana, Masschusetts, Maryland,
public accommodations have been
legupdate99. For a complete review
ganizations like the Boy Scouts or
Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New
introduced in 13 states (California,
of 1998 activity, reference "Capital
American Red Cross, private
Hamshire, New Mexico, New
Colorado, Hawaii, Iowa, Illinois,
Gains and Losses," a state by state
schools, museums, hospitals and
York, Texas, Vermont, Virginia,
Maryland, Missouri, Montana,
review of GLBT and HIV/AIDS —re—
others.
Washington and West Virginia).
New Mexico, New York, Virginia,
lated
legislation
at
http://
Currently 10 states have civil
Civil rights bills in five of these
Washington and West Virginia).
www.ngltf.org/cgal98.
rights laws banning discrimination
on the basis of sexual orientation
Amnesia to Feature Special
Shows
in some categories that include em—
ployment, housing and public ac—
|
commodations. The states (and the for Pride Weekend
the biggest names in adult film
year the laws were enacted) are
In celebration of Gay Pride,
a key figure in the drag explosion
making and certainly one of the
Wisconsin (1982); Massachusetts
Amnesia—Memphis will be present—
of the 90s — touted by Vanity Fair
most prolific — directing nearly
(1989); Connecticut and Hawaii
ing multiple performers on Friday
as "Manhattan‘s favorite bouffant
one film a week. She also maintains
(1991); California, New Jersey,
and Saturday, June 18—19.
hostess and by the Advocate as "the
a hectic schedule of personal ap—
Lady Bunny and Canadian adult
figurehead for the New York drag
pearances and party going.
video star, J. T. Sloan will appear scene!"
While he‘s all business on the
Fri., June 18.
With her homespun sass, unique
set, her film roles are all pleasure.
comedic song styling, eye—popping
wardrobe, show—stopping dance
moves and delectably naughty pat—
ter in between, she‘s left audiences
SAFE HARBOR
from Tokyo to London shouting
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
‘"More!
More! More! (or was that
CHURCH
"Whore! Whore Whore!"?) At any
rate, they were thoroughly enter—
tained by this off—beat drag diva.
Bunny is probably best known
as the founder, organizer and hi—
larious emcee of Wigstock, New
York‘s rollicking annual Labor
Day dragfest. Now in it‘s 12th
year, Wigstock was the subject of
Lady Bunny
Wigstock: The Movie, released in
Chi—Chi Larue
1995 and now available on home
video.
With nothing more than a dream
Among her recent roles was play—
and a few cans of hairspray, the
On Sat., June 19, the world fa—
ing herself, hosting in and out of
Lady Bunny left Atlanta in 1984 mous Chi Chi LaRue (pronounced
drag in Hardbody 2000.
and burst upon the downtown New
She—She, thank you very much)
A documentary tentatively titled
York scene as a go—go dancer on
will grace the stage of Amnesia
Sex Becomes Her, filmed by
the bar of the now—legendary Pyra—
along with Catalina video stars
Rapido TV in England and directed
mid club. From these humble be—
Mark Mason, Cole Tucker and
by French filmmaker Mike Aho is
ginnings, Bunny has gone on to
Steve Rambo.
currently in the works.
achieve worldwide recognition as
ChiChi LaRue is easily one of

Two Life Sentences For Man Who Sent
Lethal

Come and meet God again for the very
first time.
Morning Worship 11:00 am
.
We meet in
Good Shepherd Chapel, Union Ave. United
Methodist Church
2117 Union Avenue, Memphis, TN
901—458—0501
Rev‘d Kathy Switzer, Pastoral Leader
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Pipe Bomb Sent To Transexual

LOS ANGELES (AP) — An
Orange County man who mailed a
pipe bomb to a transvestite prosti—
tute who spurned him, killing the
roommate of his target instead, was
sentenced to two life terms in
prison plus 10 years.
Darryl Anthony Carr, 35, of
Costa Mesa was convicted Feb. 3
of three federal counts of manufac—
turing a destructive device and one
count each of using an explosive
in a felony, mailing an explosive
that resulted in death and using a
destructive device during a crime
of violence.
Carrtestified during trial that he
first picked up preoperative trans—

sexual Martha Galindo in 1995.
She was known by the name
"Jenny" on the streets of Santa
Ana.
Carr, an auto body painter, said
the relationship gradually evolved
into a friendship marked by dinner,
movies and trips to Hollywood and
Big Bear.
4
He refused to say if he fell:in
love with Miss Galindo.
"I had some mixed feelings
about her," he said.
Assistant
U.S.
Attorney
Stephen G. Wolfe claimed Carr
was in love with Miss Galindo and
became increasingly frustrated
when she rebuffed his advances.

|

Wolfe said Carr once tried to run
her down with his car.
After Miss Galindo told him she
was dating someone else, Carr
twice planted devices in her
boyfriend‘s truck, Wolfe said. The
prosecutor claimed Carr snapped
after Miss Galindo refused to hold
his hand when they went to see Ti—
tanic.,
Days later, in February 1998,
the pipe bomb arrived at Miss
Galindo‘s home in Santa Ana. It
exploded when it was opened by
her roommate, Peter Marshall, 36.
Marshall was in a comafor sev—
eral months before he died.

Sad toSay,
Happy to Hear

interest from the medical commu—

then the shooting in Conyers, Ga.

then bragged about it to other of—

nity in the medicinal value of mari—

Now, a 17—year—old Collierville

ficers.

Juana, not enough research is being

High School senior was arrested for

Happy to Hear... Luckily, two

done

making threats upon his math

officers have broken the code ofsi—

due

to

tight

government

re—

strictions and federal laws.

By Butch Valentine

Happy

to Hear... The Clinton

administration

BUTCHHRT@aol.com

has

made

it

easier

for studies to be conducted by eas—

Sad to Say... I am sure many of
us with HIV have had plenty of
problems getting their meds in
proper fashion through their phar—
macy at one time or other. Dealing
with doctor‘s approval for refills
and reorders for these important
medications were taken lightly by
a few pharmacies I have dealt with
in the past, namely the Rite—Aid on
Union Avenue. Their not having an
adequate stock of the necessary
medications was sinful. Nothing
much is worse for those of us with
HIV than a poorly run pharmacy. I
wanted a pharmacy, and a pharma—
cist, that would care about me and
knew the importance of having
these drugs in stock.
Happy to Hear... Well, I found
my pharmacy, and "my" pharma—
cist is heaven—sent! Some time ago,
out of frustration with Rite—Aid‘s
not having my meds in stock, I re—
quested a conversation with the
head pharmacist at Walgreens on
Union and McLean. I explained
and complained, and asked her
what she could do about it. She as—
sured me they would always have
my meds in stock, and by golly, she
was right! Did you know that out
of 2,700 Walgreens pharmacies
nationwide, this particular one is
ranked seventh in the amount of
HIV medications dispensed? (Two
Walgreens on Castro Street in San
Francisco rank #1 and #2.) Amaz—
ing, isn‘t it? Patty Wong, my
heaven—sent pharmacist, and her
co—workers have never, and I do
mean never, failed me. Better yet,
she is. knowledgeable, up—to—date,
and ahead of.the game on HIV
medications. This is too important
not to share with you, so if you are
frustrated with your pharmacy, or
just want to do business with some—
one who understands and actually
cares, then you need to talk with
Patty Wong... and tell her Butch
sent you.
¥
Sad to Say... The very final epi—
sode of my favorite TV showofall
time, Seinfeld, was disappointing,
to say the least.
Happy to Hear... The very fi—
nal episode of Mad About You...
classy, entertaining, funny, touch—
ing, the best ever. Bravo!
¥
Sad to Say... Matthew Shepard.
How can anyone forget that grue—
some murder?
Happy to Hear... The girlfriend
of the man accused of killing
Shepard was sentenced to up to two
years for helping to cover up the
crime. She said she was sorry for
helping to: dispose of the bloody
cloths. She‘ll have a couple of
years to think about it.
¥

Sad to Say... Currently, the
1969 Hate Crimes Law allows the
federal government to prosecute
crimes against people based on
race, color, religion or national ori—
gin. His death highlighted the pain—
ful and sinful fact that federal hate
crime laws do not protect Gays.
Happy to Hear... Judy Shepard,
Matthew‘s courageous Mom, pre—
sented her case before Congress to
expand the law to cover Gays, say—
ing, "Maybe I would not be here
today, talking about how my son
was savagely beaten, tied to a fence
and left to die in freezing tempera—
tures. Matt is no longer with us to—
day because the men who killed
him learned to hate." Pretty pow—
erful stuff. How can they possibly
ignore her.
¥
Sad to Say... Over $970 million
was spent on adult entertainment
last year through the internet alone.
Happy to Hear... Millions or
billions... Fantasies are fine, but all
that stuff still ain‘t as good as the
real thing.
¥
Sad to Say... The Memphis
mayor‘s race is going to be a
doozy! The Ford family first an—
nounced a member of the family
would be a candidate for the office
to fulfill Harold Sr.‘s pledge to
unseat Mayor Herenton. I think it
stinks the way it was presented... a
member of the family would run.
Used to be a person ran for office
because they had passion, they had
a cause, they had a purpose, they
wanted to serve the public.
Happy to Hear... At least the
family‘s candidate will be City
Council Chairperson, Joe Ford.
Hopefully even more candidates
will step forward in an effort to
unseat "King" Herenton.
v

to

Say...

intense

cause it was the "right thing to do."

pus.

Officer Volpe saw the uselessness

Happy to Hear... Congress has

ing funding restrictions and allow—

finally passed sweeping gun—con—
trol laws, despite heavy opposition

marijuana to

from the NRA. Something good

medical

researchers.

Medicinal marijuana is still a pos—

has come from these tragedies.

of his lies and denials and pled
guilty.
¥
Sad to Say... This Bud‘s not for
Falwell. The Reverend thinks

¥

sibility.

Anheuser—Busch has gone too far

Sad to Say... AIDS is the lead—

with a homosexual beer ad that

Sad to Say... Susan Lucci. Eigh—

ing cause of death in Africa, and

appeared in a St. Louis Gay and

teen times nominated for Best Ac—

the fourth leading cause world—

Lesbian magazine.

tress

wide, according to the World

¥.

for

times

a

a

Daytime

loser.

Emmy,

Always

a

18

brides—

maid...
Happy to Hear... But now she‘s
the bride! She finally won her well—

7

Happy to Hear... The ad fea—

Health Organization. Their report

tures two men holding hands with

also claims AIDS has become the

the slogan, "Be yourself and make

most deadly infectious disease.

it a Bud Light." Seems harmless to

Happy to Hear... Of 2.5 mil—

me, andperfectly natural. Afterall,

over—

lion deaths worldwide each year

we Gay men do hold hands. We do

due award on her 19th nomination.

due to AIDS, only 25,000 occur in

drink beer. Some of us hold hands

Erica Kane rules!

the USA. FYI: The big winner is

while we drink beer. I‘ve seen

Bhutan. This tiny nation wedged

some do much more than hold

Sad to Say... Do you realize that

between India and China has re—

hands while drinking beer, and do—

almost all the information gathered

corded only one death from AIDS.

ing much, much more because they

¥

drank too much beer. But why is

deserved

and

way

too

long

¥

on

AIDS

is

from

studies

on

Gay

Sad to Say... Have you been

this Religious Righteous Wonder

following the Abner Louima case

complaining about one ad that ap—

among the various races. Not much

in New York City. Officer Justin

peared in one publication one time?

is known about HIV/AIDS in these

Volpe sodomized the Haitian im—

It is an advertisement obviously

groups.

migrant with a broken broom

targeted to us, not him. How did

White
in

Men?

women

Happy
and

HIV

acts

differently

and children,

to

Hear...

treatment

and even

Knowledge

of Pediatric

AIDS

handle, then jammed the feces cov—

he know about it? What is this man

ered stick into Louima‘s mouth...

reading?

will see drastic changes in coming
years thanks to a stunning billion—
dollar
very

expansion

own

St.

planned

Jude

by

our

Hospital.

Mark

Your

Calendars

Re—

Friends

search in this area will gain by St.

for

Life

Jude‘s courageous commitment to
expand it‘s research budget and fa—

f

AIDS

Auction

cilities.

Sun., June 27

¥,
Sad

to

funding
litical

is

and

Say...

AIDS

research

always clouded
morality

never seems

to

issues.

be enough

by

fan

(See story on page 19)

po—

There
money

to go around.
Happy
mogul

Bill

research

a

to

Hear...

Gates
huge

is

Microsoft

giving

shot

in

AIDS

the

arm.

Through his charitable foundation,
Gates has pledged $25 million over
five
cine

years

to

against

help

develop

AIDS.

a

"Those

vac—
who

‘can, do."
¥

—

Despite

lence observed among police be—

and carrying a weapon onto cam—

ing the sale of government—grown

Sad
Sad

teacher because of failing grades,

High

to

Say...

School

in

First

Columbine

Littleton,

Colo.,

MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)
MEMPHIS‘

FINEST AND

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd.
(Open 24 hours)
683—9649
Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd.
1
345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins
358—8642

ﬁ [Q—l WE NOW CARRY M—PEGS
AMEX

C) and checks accepted at #1 and Fantasy Warehouse # 4 only

QPEN 7 DAYS

J
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On the morning of Nov. 27, 1978,
White,

White

Were the

What

Dan

Wilfo'

a

member

of

San

Francisco‘s Board of Supervisors,

Night

uanttstUtitsorsatCess"soessonohIeehcnchnceanhnnch%n9n% ‘n9%9nntntttwR
trict. They entered the Elephant
talk to [Milk]" but that Milk "started

Riots?

kind of smirking, ‘cause he knew,

Walk swinging their nightsticks and

he knew that I wasn‘t going 140 be

ended up injuring severai people and

reappointed."

destroying property. In total, about

White‘s aggressive homophobia

ing Moscone, he reloaded and en—

stemmed from his being "a closet

tered Milk‘s office, casually asking,

The prosecution hadn‘t gauged

case."

"Say, Harv, can I see you?" In addi—

the homophobia of the jurors, all of

the night of May 21, in what became
known as the "White Night Riots."

$1

million in damage occurred on

Saying he was politically disillu—

tion, White shot both his victims in

whom were white and heterosexual.

Moscone,

sioned and citing his insufficient sal—

the head at close range to make sure

Gays and people of color had been

Gayrioters stood by their actions.

through a side door, argued with the

ary as supervisor, White resigned his

they were dead.

excluded during jury selection as too

"Until we display our ungovernable

mayor, and then shot him two times

post in early November 1978. But

The prosecutionin the Moscone—

biased. When the jury heard White‘s

rage at injustice," Lesbian activist

in the chest. When Moscone fell,‘

his supporters quickly urged him to

Milk murder case saw White‘s ac—

tear—choked confession—‘"I just got

Sally Gearhart said, "we won‘t get

White shot him twice more in the

stay on, and within a few days of his

tions

first—degree

all flushed and, and hot and I shot

heard." Harry Britt, the Gay man

him"—several jurors wept openly in

appointed to Milk‘s seat on the

came into the office of the city‘s lib—
eral

mayor,

George

as

clear—cut

.

head. After reloading his .38, White

resignation, White decided he did

murder. But White‘s lawyers drew

rushed across the hallway to the of—

indeed want his job back. But he

a completely different picture. Ac—

sympathy for the killer. On May 21,

board, had at first tried to calm the

fice of Supervisor Harvey Milk, the

found that he couldn‘t simply re—

cording to the defense, White was

1979, the jury found White guilty of

rioters, but then admitted he under—

city‘s first openly Gay elected offi—

scind his resignation; the mayor had

an exemplary person, a hard—work—

involuntary manslaughter, for which

stood their rage. "We‘re reacting

cial, and shot him a total offive

to reappoint him.

ing and wholesome family man,

he received a sentence of eight years

with anger because we‘re angry," he

w h o ,

in prison. With good behavior, he

told reporters.

u n der

would be out in five.

PASTL
ai

Despite bitter protests, White‘s

normal

The city exploded in rage. Many

circum—

people of color who had supported

five—and—a—half years for the mur—

stances,

Moscone and Milk believed that —

ders. He received no psychiatric

w o u I d

White received leniency because he

treatment ‘in jail. In 1985, the year

never

was a white man. The Lesbian and

after his release, White committed

h a v e

Gay community—which had ini—

suicide by asphyxiating himselfin

killed

tially reacted to the murders with

his wife‘s car.

anyone.

more pain and sadness than anger—

times—like Moscone, first in the

At first Moscone leaned toward

However, he was extremely de—

was now furious. It believed that if >

chest and then through the head.

reinstating White, but Milk lobbied

pressed because of his finances, and

the heterosexual Moscone had been

Both Moscone and Milk died in—

aggressively against it. Moscone set

that made him act irrationally. The

the sole victim, White would have

stantly

Nov. 27 as the day on which he

night before the shootings, one psy—.

been imprisoned for life. The ver—

would announce his decision pub—

chiatrist testified, White consumed

dict sent a message that a Gay man

Milk and White had both served

licly, but word leaked out that White

an enormous amount of junk food—

was expendable, and the Lesbian and

only 11 months as supervisors. An

would not be reappointed because

mostly Twinkies and Cokes—and

Gay community responded with an—

Irish Catholic ex—cop who had won

"an unnamed supervisor" had op—

his fluctuating blood sugar levels

ger and violence.

election on a "traditional values"

posed him.

had exacerbated his depression.

The night of the verdict, 3,000

"The pot had boiled over," his de—

demonstrators shouting, "We want

fense attorney said.

justice!" and "Avenge Harvey

of their execution—like

wounds.

platform, White was an ultra—conser—

To most people, it looked like

vative supervisor who unsuccess—

White had planned the killings in

fully tried to stop the city‘s Gay pride

advance as revenge. White evaded

What probably decided the case

Milk!" marched to City Hall. The

celebration. White was also the only

City Hall metal detectors on the

was a tactical error by the prosecu—

demonstration quickly escalated into

supervisor on the 1 1—member board

morning of the slayings by climb—

tion—the playing of White‘s tape—

a riot. Protesters smashed store win—

to vote against San Francisco‘s land—

ing through a side window, and he

recorded confession in court. On the

dows and set police cars on fire.

mark Gay rights ordinance. Milk

carried several extra rounds of am—

tape, White broke into sobs as he

Shortly after, the police retaliated by

told

munition in his pocket. After shoot—

described how he just "wanted to

raiding a Gay bar in the Castro dis—

friends

he

suspected

that

Mon—Sat
—

David Bianco, M.A. is the author
ofModern Jewish History for Every—
one. He can be reached care of this
publication
or
at
DaveBianco@aol.com. For more
Past Out, visit www.Gay.com or
www.planetout.com.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:
Shilts, Randy. The Mayor ofCastro
Street (St. Martin‘s Press, 1982).
The Times ofHarvey Milk. A docu—
mentary film produced by Richard
Schmiechen; directed and co—pro—
duced by Robert Epstein (1984).
Weiss, Mike. The San Francisco
City Hall Killings (Addison—Wesley,
1984).
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sentence held, and he served only
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7 PM to Close

Enjoy Our Home Cooking
Every Mon—Fri 11—2
Choice of Entree, two veggies & roll
$10
,_
$ 25
0
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T
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P
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N
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PARTY
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The Community We‘re Building
month.

by Vincent Astor

event is scheduled for July.

Lady A. Last Month
R.I.P—Autumn St. Pub.
It is rumoured that those Gays
On (or off) Cleveland St. did make
their annual trip to New Orleans
over Memorial Day weekend. We
will expect some stories for next
time.
The Mystic Krewe of Memphis
United made over $300 at its car
wash to benefit Holy Trinity
Church Food Pantry. The next

Where is this community? In the
bars? ¥es. In the churches? Yes.
In the political arena? Yes. In banks
and schools and plumbing and car—
pentry? Yes. At Mardi Gras and
food pantries? Yes. At expensive
fund—raisers and small car washes?
Yes.
Are we visible? Well, we could
do better. How much to we do to—
gether? Well, we could do more.
When‘s our next Chance? This

Joyce

Lcsw

Schimenti,

Lecsw

Church will stage its annual ben—

show which benefited Peabody

ranch begins at noon.

efit fund—raiser Sun., June 27, at

House, a residence dedicated to
PWAs

* The unusual thing—Special

Madison Flame at 8 p.m.

There

in

p er f or —

need of hous—

mances both

and a whole roster of groups rep—

ing. A sizable

Saturday and

resented. It is rumoured that there

will be numerous special guests

chunk of that

Sunday

of

may be witnessing and the getting

came

Gay/Les —

ofreligion right before your very
eyes.

from

Tom

Rowe

bian—themed

and

Trent

plays

at

Gatewood for

TheatreWorks

the encore of

and McCoy

one

Theatre

Kenny/
num—

And For Your Viewing
Pleasure....

at

Rhodes.

WKNO/Channel

10 will

air

Golden Threads, a unique docu—

The

Please

show

took

take especial

Burton, on Tues., June 8 at 9 p.m.

place

at

note

Burton

S

that

mentary on the life of Christine

is

founder

of Golden

M a d i s o n

these events

Flame.

are not in the

vice for Lesbians over 50. This will

usual

loca—

air on the acclaimed P.0.V. series.

tions

for

Christine Burton, 90 years old at

always

We

see

Threads, a global networking ser—

plenty of people we like at these

Gay/Lesbian events. Can you say

the

Aphrodite shows, and we always

""more mainstream"?

Winer, 45 and in the middle of a

have fun. We intend to do a camp

¥ Relationship Counseling

Community

annual Pride Picnic at Te—To—Tam

must say, we

Specializing in

Trinity

made over $1,500 at their spring

ber.

Lambe,

Holy

* The usual thing—N—Cognito‘s

Dolly

Sheridan

city.

afternoon this year. See the ads.

The Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite

version (if we ever come out of re—

time of filming, and

Lucy

virulent midlife crisis, came to—
Not to forget what we‘ve heard

gether to make an exuberant film

¥ Grief Counseling

tirement) ofthe "Menstrual Tango"

about other locations:

Amnesia is

of an amazing woman. Burton was

¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

which was one of the more hilari—

planning two special evenings dur—

72 when her application to a Les—

ous offerings in this show.

ing Pride weekend. The famous

bian neworking service was re—

Lady Bunny, founder of Wigstock

turned with the comment, "Nobody

Over $800 was raised for the

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178

*

* .*

Y ,*

* ,*

* .*

SeX eN nao
%
**‘k

Diverse

People

@

* .*

¥ i*

¥ +]

weed
goed ck:
***

Living

Peacefully

a service of healing & reconciliation

and called the figurehead for the

wants to meet Lesbians older than

cookout and show (again at Madi—

New York drag scene, will appear

50." She turned that around and, at

son Flame).

Fri., June 18, with Canadian adult

age 80, launched Golden Threads

In The Grove seems to be find—

video star J.T. Sloan. Sat., June 19,

which connects more than

ing a comfortable niche in the

the even more famous Chi Chi

women worldwide.

swing music area. There is a very

LaRue

nice mix of people there, and where

thank you very much) will appear

(pronounced

She—She,

¥

**
Sunday
x

with Catalina video stars Mark

tary, on Wed., June 23, at 8 p.m.

Mason, Cole Tucker and Steve

This documentary is the sequel to

sic continues, and we found several

Rambo. Since these shows start at

the Emmy Award—winning docu—

new menu items (and bartenders)

midnight, it just might be possible

mentary Before Stonewall which

of very high quality.

to go to everything.

summarized the history of Gay/
Lesbian activism before the his—

Amnesia is interested in reach—

toric Stonewall Rebellion in June
of 1969. Stonewall was the event

we must mention some other res—

ing a very large number of people,

taurants and things. Grace Perry

therefore they take advantage not

which began modern Gay/Lesbian

holds forth still at the Brushmark

only of paid advertising but of

activism. Before Stonewall was re—

‘at Brooks Museum of Art. Family

TJN‘s free calendar listings and this

leased in 1986 and was shown on

dining at its finest. We are still re—

column. We try to keep abreast, but

PBS.

membering the tasty slices of kan—

the best way to get free stuffis to

garoo (cut sort of like a London

make sure we hear about it.

broil) and the huge slab of bison
June

prime rib at Arizona. Cooper St.

13th

Bar and Grill has the same friendly
%
3:00

p.m

In Midtown
(at Belvedere & Peabody)

320—9376

C
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)

up the tale in the 20 years that fol—
lowed. These individuals literally
changed society‘s attitude toward

and the food is delicious. We be—

anniversary weekend. This year‘s

Gays and Lesbians. The battle is far

lieve it is recommended by Jezebel.

celebration will include the Sunset

from won but attitudes will never

Symphony, parties and cookouts,

be the same.

is

a religious memorial service, and

This is also a very good time to

*The usual thing—19th annual

a special performance by actor/poet

show

Pride Riverboat Ride, Fri., June 18,

Craig Hickman at Theatreworks on

WKNO. Evenif you don‘t contrib—

Memphis Showboat, boards 8 p.m. »

some

appreciation

for

May 29. Local actor Hal Harmon

ute, it‘s good to give a quick call

*The unusual thing—Memphis

will perform the second halfof this

and say how much you enjovedthe

celebrity Rufus Thomas will be

show which begins at 3 p.m. The

shows or just thanks for including

entertainer this year. Gay and Les—

show and service are open to all

shows ofinterest to us in their pro—

bian Memphis will be treated to one

interested parties.

gramming.

A religious service called "Di—

rable entertainers. See the ad for

verse People—Living Peacefully"

One might expect there to be

details (note the "19th" annual).

will be held at Grace St. Luke‘s

religious activism in a city like

Episcopal church on Sun., June 13,

Memphis

which

bragged once

Gay/Lesbian Memphis takes over!

ligious Affairs with assistance from

uboutjmving more churches than
gas stations. One might less expect
there to be so many original plays
dealing with Gay/Lesbian issues.
There are too many to list here, but
Theatreworks, Emerald Theatre
Company and Play
Forum

All events are beginning later in the

many congregations througout the

See Quick Clips on page 34

*The unusual thing—Political

for more information call

weekend (so

(Black & White. Men Together)

and Festival, Sat., June 19.

for GAY AND LESBIAN RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS

Day

many of the same people go there,

*The usual thing—Pride Parade

THE COALITION

Memorial

uted to After Stonewall which picks

BWMT

of Memphis‘ most famous and du—
sponsored by

famous and not so famous, contrib—
The Runaround

you‘d better hurry)

Pride Corner
Episcopal Church

Numerous Gay, Lesbian, bi—
sexual and transgendered people,

atmosphere as Max well‘s used to,

at
Grace — St. Luke‘s

10 will also air After

Stonewall, a 90—minute documen—

rounded by original art. Live mu—

to do a full scale review of any, but

X

Channel

1,600

else can one dine literally sur—

We don‘t have the material yet

for the Memphis community

*

Jungle Jocks softball team at a

at 3 p.m. This is a service dedicated
to healing and reconciliation within

rally preceeds parade (chant tuto—

the religious community, a crucial

rial will be included). The festival

part of the greater Memphis com—

will take place in Overton Square

munity. It will be sponsored by the

in the plaza by the clock tower.

Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Re—

nana eram

wwﬁ- perenne

-w‘_-‘

out

carried

study

by

Gay Pride 99 Theme:

sexologist

Alfred Kinsey about 50 years ago.

Building Community, One Step at a time

Fifty—nine African—American men
and 2376 white men (all college—
educated), were asked to measure

ER

QUE

the length oftheir own erect penis
and mail in the result. The average

They say that I in 10 is gay.

for the Black men was a quarter—
inch longerthan for the white men.

e

§CenCc

One can‘t exclude the possibility
that the two groups of men mea—

By Simon LeVay, Ph.D.

sured

in

penises

their

fulﬁl/6 qﬂﬁe'il'gllige
a
ng
offeri
re
we
Pride.
Gay
of
intenhoner
l
entia
resid
our
on
unt
disco
nt
perce
services for the month of June.

different

ways or were influenced by differ—
ent degrees of bias or boastfulness.

Myths and Facts about

Factoid #5: Gay men have larger
penises than straight men. Appar—
ently true. Kinsey never published

the Penis

any findings on this question, but

The penis, like the Loch Ness
monster, is much talked about but
rarely sighted. As a consequence,
you‘ve probably heard plenty of
"factoids" about the penis, espe—
cially concerning its size, but
should you believe them? Let‘s see
if any are supported by hard sci—
ence.
Factoid #1: Men have a bigger
penis than any other primate. That
depends how you measure it. If
we‘re talking about the length of
the erect penis, chimpanzees rival
oroutdomen. According to a 1994_
British—Gabonese study, the aver—
age male chimp‘s penis measures
5.7 inches, with some individuals
reaching seven inches. The average
for men, according to a 1996 study
by urologist Hunter Wessells and.
two colleagues at UCSF Medical
School, is more than half an inch
shorter: a mere 5.1 inches. The
best—endowedoftheir eighty sub—
jects measured 7.5 inches. (The
measurements were taken along the
top surface, from the base to the
tip.) When it comes to girth, how—
ever, chimps are no match for men.
Both men and male chimps
outdo other primates. In the case
of chimps, the reason for the large
size of the penis is thought to be
~connected with competition for
mates: the erect penis is used as a
sexual advertisement to females. In
addition, since a female chimp typi—
cally has sex with several males
over a short period oftime, a long
penis may be useful for displacing
semen already present in the

female‘s vagina ("sperm competi—
tion"). It‘s not certain whether ei—
ther of these mechanisms were
important in human evolution. An—
other possibility is that large pe—
nises served to impress or
intimidate other males. This could
be relevant to the perceived impor—
tance of penis size in the Gay male
community.
Factoid #2: The length of a
man‘s flaccid penis tells you some—
thing about its length when erect.
Pretty much false. Wessells‘ data
_showonly a rather weak correla—
tion between flaccid and erect
length. However, the length of the
flaccid penis, when pulled forward
as far as it could be stretched, was
about the same as the length when

erect.
Factoid #3: A three—inch penis
is abnormally short. False, accord—
ing to Wessells and Co. Using a
mathematical definition of the nor—
mal range (twostandard deviations
from the mean) they concluded that
any length from 2.8 to 7.4 inches
should be considered normal. Of:
course, "normal" is really in the eye
of the beholder: some individuals
may be happy with a penis shorter
or longer than this range, and oth—
ers may be dissatisfied with a pe—
range.
the
within
nis
(Penis—augmentation surgery has
not been shown to increase the
length ofthe erect penis, and often
leads to undesired consequences.)
Factoid #4: Black men have
larger penises than do white men.
Apparently true, according to a

his original data—base was recently
sexologists Tony

re—examined by
Bogaert

University,

(of Brock

Canada) and Scott Hershberger (of
University

the

of Kansas). Their

study, which has been submitted

of about one—third of an inch,

fa—

voring Gay men.
Again,

one can‘t

exclude

the

possibility that the finding is sim—
e—
ply the result of biased measur
ments. But the researchers consider
it more likely that the difference is
a real one, perhaps caused by

dif—

~ferences in hormone exposuredur=
ing

fetal

life.

i
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In rats, exposing a

male fetus to lower—than—average
levels of testosterone causes the

/

penis to grow to greater—than—av—

ﬂ

erage size at puberty. This para—
doxical effect involves an attempt
by the

Escort, Model
Masssage

fetus to adjust to the low

hormone levels by

increasing the

or
levels ofthe hormone receptors
"target molecules."

Thus, the tes—

tosterone surge at puberty finds a
penis that is more than usually sen—
e
sitive to the hormone, and therefor
r
causes it to grow more. Whethe
such a mechanism operates in hu—
mans is not known.
Then of course there‘s another

24 Hour Service * Fast * Discreet
901—353—2771
Now Serving Dyersburg, TN
and Surrounding Area
"Fantasy fulfillment is my speciality"

source of data—the "model/escort"
ads in Gay newspapers. In a recent
issue of Frontiers 70 advertisers
7
gave penis lengths ranging from
to 1 1 inches, with an average of 8.8

s©
inches. It sounds like Gay penise
are huge. But buyer beware—that
"monster"

may

turn

out

to be

mythical beast.

MONTHLY MEETING
THURSDAY,
JUNE 10, 7 P.M.
i
Recycle Us!
| Share Us With a Friend
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Gene Slater (901) 853—5506 — Matthew Slater (901) 223—5181

for publication, found a difference

YWCA
766 S. Highland St.
for more information,
call 578—3286

Advertising space donated as a public service of The Triangle Journal News

a

Deep Inside

MNOLLWVWOOD
SEE PAGE 34

Positive Living Under Stress
A weekly support group for gay and
bisexual men living with HIV
The group meets on Mondays at Friends For Life,
ual
1384 Madison Ave, and is open ,to Gay and bisexmust
men who are HIV positive. To join the group oneable to
first become a client of Friends For Life and be
a
provide proof of HIV status.
For meeting times and any additional information,
please contact Michael Kiggins
at 272—0855 during business hours
Advertising space donated as a public service of The Triangle Journal News
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In celebration of Pride Weekend in Memphis the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
would like you to join us
Friday night June 18", 1999 on the Showboat
for an evening of fun and entertainment.

19%"

ANNUAL

RIVERBOAT

RIDE

li/éjﬁibﬁbm.
Music bythe legendary
Rufus Thomas
Boarding begins at 8:00 p.m. and leaves the dock at 8:30 pin
Returns at 11:30 p.m.
Tickets are $25 and can be purchased at:
Star Search Video ¥ Dabbles Hair Salon ¥ In The Grove Restaurant
PRIDE WEEKEND EVENTS
Sunday, June 20‘°
Saturday, June 19‘"
Friday, June 18"
e Incognito Pride Picnic at Te—
e Political rally at Overton Park
e < 19°" Annual Riverboat Ride
To—Tam Ranch begins at
begins at 3 p.m.
Boarding begins at 8 p.m.
Noon
e Pride Parade
Pride Performance of "Have
Overton Park lineup at 4 p.m.
A Nice Day" at McCoy
—
p.m.
5
at
Parade begins
Theater begins at 8 p.m.
Prides Festival at Overton Square
begins at 5 p.m.
Pride Performance of "Have A
Nice Day" at McCoy Theater
begins at 8 p.m.
Performance of Selected by the
Emerald City Theater Co. at
Theater Works begins at 8 p.m.

Performance of Selected by
the Emerald City Theater
Co. at Theater Works begins
at 8 p.m.

A Big Gay Thank You to this year‘s Sponsors:
Gifts
Friends For Life AIDS Resource Genter v Underground Art v Inz § Outz Cards and

The Memphis Flyer v The Triangle Journal News

For more information go to: www.
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Lesbian

Notions
by Paula —Martinac

The Columbine High School
murders and the apparent copycat
shooting in Taber, Alberta, the fol—
lowing week have re—ignited" dis—
cussion about school safety. One
vital link that‘s not being ad—
dressed, however, is the part anti—
Gay harassment played in these
incidents and in at least one previ—
ous school shooting.
Since Columbine, Christian
leaders and right—wing pundits
: been spreading the unsubstan—
d story that the killers were
They hope to damage the Les—
iand Gay movement by paint—
Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold
Gay extremists who took re—
ge on Christians.
Yet from the information that
has surfaced, these boys appear to
e been .white supremacists,
e likely to grow up into Gay—
shers than Gay crusaders. Still,
question of their sexual orien—
n is one we may never be able
to answer. But here‘s a question
worth examining: What impact
ight repeated taunts of "faggot"

Ami "homo" from other students
have had on Harris and Klebold‘s
already disturbed psyches?
In two other school shootings,
there has been a direct connection
between homophobic taunts and
violence. A week after the tragedy
in Littleton, a 14—year—old in a ru—
ral town in Alberta, Canada,
opened fire on his fellow students,
killing one and wounding another.
The disturbed boy, whom the press
described as "slightly built," claims
he snapped under the pruxuru oi~
being repeatedly called "faggot"
and other derogatory names by his
peers.
A kind of "homosexual panic"
likewise contributed to the school
shooting in West Paducah, Ky., 18
months ago. Michael Carneal told
psychologists that he fired at stu—
dents, killing three and wounding
{ive others, because he had endured
frequent verbal and physical as—
saults from classmates who per—
ceived him to be Gay, even though
he didn‘t identify as such. A gos—

sip column in the school newspa—
per fueled Carneal‘s harassment by
suggesting that "Michael C. and
[another boy] have feelings for
each other."
The thread connecting these in—
cidents is the damage inflicted on
everyone when homophobia goes
unchallenged in schools. What con—
tinues to be taught or condoned by
teachers, administrators, parents
and religious leaders is the ideathat
homosexuality is so terrible that no
boy or girl would ever want to be
mistaken for Gay, let alone be Gay.
In an atmosphere of anti—Gay
intolerance, a few kids with psy—
chological disorders who have also
become inured to violence turn to
guns. In Carneal‘s case, he told the
psychologist that packing heat
made him feel powerful and
"manly." The boy‘s deluded fan—
tasy was not to annihilate his ha—
rassers but to scare them into
respecting him and leaving him
alone.
The anti—Gay language that
Carneal and the unnamed boy in
Taber described and that Harris and
Klebold apparently encountered,
too, is as common in schools as
chalkboards. It ixn'tjusl crude epi—
thets like "faggot" that get casually
tossed around; in teen parlance,
"Gay" (like "lame" for an earlier
generation) is now synonymous
with "stupid."
At the same time, anti—Gay ver—
bal and physical assaults are the
least reported form of bullying in
schools. Both Gay andstraight kids
hesitate to come forward when ha—
rassed this way, and instead they
often bear it on their own. Part of
the reason is the stigma attached to
homosexuality and the price kids
pay for being or appearing to be
Gay.
But also, when students report
abuse, schools often don‘t do any—
thing. Anti—Gay harassment—un—
like racial taunting—is not yet
deemed a serious enough offense.
In fact, it‘s common to defend anti—
Gay language as an expression of
free speech or a statement ofreli—

gious belief, not as a form of hate
crime. Worse yet, some teachers
engage in it themselves.
In addition, ignorant school of—
ficials may assume that kids actu—
ally provoke their own harassment
and can just as easily stop it. If a
boy is "slight," he can learn to
toughen up. In one incident re—
ported by the Safe Schools Coali—
tion of Washington, a gym teacher
instructed a boy to "do more
pushups" and show an interest in
girls to end the ordeal of being
taunted as Gay.
*
Even when adults try to stop
anti—Gay abuse, their well—inten—
tioned actions may fall short ofthe
mark. Hesitant to talk about homo—
sexuality with kids or fearful of
parental repercussions if they do so,
teachers fail to educate young
people about whyanti—Gay actions
are unacceptable. Simplytelling an
adolescent not to say "faggot"
without explaining why will never

be an effective technique. Nor does
teaching kids that calling someone
Gay is "slander" help the situation:
That only reinforces a negative
image of homosexuality. Yet stu—
dents report that teachers widely
use these measures.
More desirable but less likely is
institutional change, such as widely
publicizing anti—harassment poli—
cies and enacting swift discipline
for offenders. But schools face
strong objections from parents and
religious leaders, whoresist any
acknowledgment of homosexuality
that doesn‘t stress immorality and
sin. The task for concerned Gay

and straight people, then, is a tough
one
homophobic harassment inflicts on
all kids, not just Gay ones.
Paula Martinacis the author of
seven books. Her Lambda Award—
winning novel, Out of Time, has
just been re—releasedin a newedi—
tion by Seal Press. She can be
reached care ofthis publication or
at LNcolumn@aol.com. For more
Lesbian Notions, visit
www.gfn.com (Gay Financial Net—
work):
Take Pictures?
Share Them!
Send your
pictures to
TJN
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111
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Drive A
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Party A LOT !
1!
E—Mail us at — totherside@aol.com
Send us your name & E—Mail address and you
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directing Cabaret, will direct. Wise
Guys is set to workshop this No—
vember at the New York Theater
Workshop.
Rumors also swirl about Nathan
Lane being the top choice to head—
line Mel Brooks‘s in—the— works
musical based on his hysterical
1967 film The Producers. Lane
would be a natural to play the zeal—
ous Broadway producer Max
(played by Zero Mostel in the film)
who plans on profits by overcapi—
talizing on a doomed play—only
to have the show become a hit de—
spite
such
humorous
and
loathesome musical numbers as the
legendary "Springtime for Hitler."
Brooks is currently in negotiation
to re—aquire the project rights which
he sold more than 20 years ago, so
Lane won‘t be picking up his Tony
for this one until at least 2001.

: Deep Inside

by Romeo San Vicente

Nathan Lane:
Broadway Producer?
While his television series was
short—lived, Gay actor and Broad—
way powerhouse Nathan Lane isn‘t
hurting for work. The plump
funnyman has emerged the
frontrunner for several high—profile
stage productions. Lane will likely
star in an exclusive workshop pro—
duction of the new musical Wise
Guys by Gay songster Stephen
Sondheim and John Weidman. The
show will be produced by In And
Out producer Scott Rudin and
Roger Berlind. Victor Garber, who
portrayed Liberace in the epony—
mous teleflick, will likely play
Lane‘s brother. Sam Mendes, who
earned a Tony nomination for co—

C—Anne She Direct?
Talented Lesbian Anne Heche
is in demand these days — as a
director. Heche will direct a short
film she wrote entitled Reaching
Normal for Showtime‘s ongoing

Nathan Lane

A.

N4

AN

Directed By series of films directed
by actors. The film‘s plot is about
a married woman (played by the
lovely Andie McDowell) who has
ESP and engages in mental affair
with a man (Paul Rudd, who played
Gay in The Object of My Affection)
who is not her husband. Despite
such a heterosexual plot, Heche
seems to like to direct actors
who‘ve played queer in the past;
in addition to Rudd, the cast in—
cludes actress Joey Lauren Adams
(who played the lovable Lesbian in
Chasing Amy) and Heche‘s other
half, Ellen DeGeneres (who had
some TV roles a few years back).
Showtime hasn‘t yet set an airdate
for the film. Between Reaching
Normal and the segment she is
helming in HBO‘s If These Walls
Could Talk II, we‘ ll soon get to see
if Heche can display talent without
her ever—perky nipples showing.
Some Like Them Before
They‘re Hot
Gay scribe Kevin Williamson is
the Queen with the Midas touch.
Williamson has been given the ul—

timate vote of confidence by
Miramax, the company whose low—
budget division Dimension became
uberprofitable with Williamson‘s
Scream series. Anticipating that
Williamson‘s eye for casting tal—
ented actors isn‘t a fluke, the stu—
dio has already hammered out
pre—emptive deals with all the regu—
lar cast members of Williamson‘s
new television series Wasteland.
While the show won‘t air until fall,
Miramax is assuming the
Dawson‘s Creek creator has an—
other hit on his hands and has
snapped up the hot twenty—some—
thing cast (including Billy‘s Hol—
lywood Screen Kiss actor Brad
Rowe) at what are sure to be bar—
gain basement prices. So perhaps
we‘ll be seeing Rowe starring in
Scream 6.
Romeo San Vicente would
gladly give up writing this column
to star in a Kevin Williamson se—
ries. Kevin (or you) can contact
Romeo care ofthis publication or
E—mail RomeoDeep@aol.com. For
more Deep Inside Hollywood, visit
www. Gay.com
or
www.popcorng.com
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Quick Clips

WHITE

Continued from page 30
AB

Theatreworks, Emerald Theatre
Company and Play
Forum
are regularly showcasing many of
just these type plays. Not all of
them are deathless drama or age—
less comedy, but they are new,
thoughtful and available. Just the
other day, an artist I have known
for years was bemoaning the art
scene in Memphis and how it has
changed since the 70s. For the new
and fascinating, one just has to look
in
(different‘
places,
like
Theatreworks.
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Also (a review may be found
elsewhere) you have until the end
of June to see Pageant at Circuit
Playhouse. It is an unabashed por—
trayal of a low—budget, blatantly
commercial, beauty pageant whose
winner will become the spokes—
woman for Glamouresse Cosmet—
ics. Hazel Bishop beware! All of
the pageant stereotypes are there
and, though it portrays a real girl
pageant, those who have seen drag
pageants will enjoy the spoof again
and again. The all—male cast does
portray RG‘s (real girls) and sev—
eral could indeed dress to pass. The
MC elevates smarm to an art form
and is plastered with just as much
paint as the girls. Oh, yes. It‘s also
a musical. Just go, and laugh a lot,
and you may be selected to judge.
Final Round
Pride is the opposite of shame.
If you‘re not ashamed, then be
proud.
It‘s also more fun when there‘s
a lot of us together, just being our—
selves.
Ta, ta.
V.A.

TPNi: sapcme oe

rma

LL;3
CONFIDENTIAL
CONNECTION®

1999 Movo Media Inc.
Just $2.49 per minute for certain optional features. 18+ Movo Media, Inc. does not prescreen callers and takes no responsibility for personal meetings. 800— 825—1598 ©

He‘s

closer than

you

think!

1—900—884—47!P

1—800—664—8844

Use Free Access Code 4966

A I

NKO www.zip.com
Firstminute:only69¢. Each additionalminute:49¢. 18+ MovoMedia, Inc.doesnotpre—screencallersandtakesnoresponsibility for

persona meetings. 800—825—1598 © 1999 Movo Media Inc.
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When ...
Gay Man28.You
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how
to "airwhichkiss."cos—
just
about
everyone.
The
following
was
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exactly
know
29.You
14.Your
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the internet.
names.
1.You
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appropriate
under— 15.Nobody expects you to
wear
for
each
of
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dates.
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understand
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least
brandsunderstand
of vodka. the immense
3.You
importance
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lighting.
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are inspota crowded
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can
still
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tell
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bathing
suit suit.
and really
mean
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bathing
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know inofnaked
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8.You
men
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on
your
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puter.have pictures ofnaked men
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know in your
home.good
10.You
why
the
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created Spandex.
I 1.You
why everyone
the good
Lord
did
not
intend
to wearknowSpandex.
12.You
thecappuccino,
difference café
be—
tween
a
latté,
auif youlait don‘t,
and ayoumacchiato.
Andto
know
how
fake know
it. how to get back at
13.You

You

Know You‘re a

37.Sales clerks don‘t mess with
GAY ORGY
you.
LOCKER ROOM J/O ACTION
38. You have a medicine chest
stocked
for
any
occasion.
CALL NOW AND PILE RIGHT ON
having...and the perfect excuse
change
40.You‘ve just about defeated the
where
ask
who
people
give
to
PHONE SEX FOR THE GAY 90°S
a tire.
accent you were born with.
you‘ve been for two weeks.
16. You‘re the only guy who gets to
1—888
30. You 41.You know the way to a man‘s
the
do
heart is not necessarily through
w
o
n
k
"Cosmo"
207 —3425
his stomach.
t
h
izzes.
o rey, 42. ¥ ou choose the most fabulous
HOT TEA ROOM TALK AT
You understand why the
17 Youknow
1—29200—745—06 1 1
greeting
cards.
strategi—
intend
not
good Lord did
how to get
made
ever
film
every
know
43. ¥ ou
cally.
everyone to wear Spandex.
a waiter‘s
with male frontal nudity.
You
31.
attention.
44.
Y
ou‘ve got sunscreen at every
MALE CALL
k n o w
18. You only
conceivable
SPF
level.
when to
wear poly—
INTIMATE TALKING PERSONALS
45.¥ ou have the latest International
move out and move on.
ester when you mean to.
Male catalog.
ALL ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES
19.At any given instant, you can 32. Y ou are the only one at the class
46. You wouldn‘t dream of dress—
reunion
who
looks
better
than
recite who was Gay since the
LOCAL TELEPHONE NUMBERS
ing out of the latest Interna—
you did in high school
dawn of history.
1—200
tional Male catalog.
20.¥ou are, hands down, your 33.You‘ve got at least one framed 47. ¥ ou can be bitchy without any—
289—DATE
picture of a pet.
nephew‘s and nieces‘ favorite
one blaming it on biology.
(289—3283)
34.¥You
know
that
being
called
a
uncle.
49.Y¥ou know the correct way to
DVKES ON BIKES
"cheap slut" isn‘t necessarily an
21.Y¥ou can tell your sexual com—
spell Barbra, Bette and Liza.
1—9200—438—3 100
insult.
patibility with a potential part—
50.¥ou send this list to another
ner by the way he holds his 35.You wouldn‘t buy someone a
WWW.XAPEX.NET
male.
mug for his/her birthday.
drink.
$1.99—3.99/MINUTE + 18+ YEARS
22.You can smile to let someone 36. Y ou know which wine to bring.
know you can‘t stand them.
23.¥Y ou wouldn‘t be caught dead in
Hooters.
Memphis Pride presents its 1999
24. ¥ ou can freeze an approaching
bar troll twenty feet away.
25.Y¥ou‘re good pals with women
other people can‘t stand.
Pride Parade & Festival, June 19th
26.You‘ve always got an opinion
and don‘t mind sharing it.
27. ¥ou‘ve read the book, seen the
Activities will begin at 3:00 in Overton Park with a rally
movie, done the musical.
sponsored the Memphis L.G.C.J. and Memphis N.O.W.

The Festival will be at Overton Square.
Come hear the dynamic music of Deidre McCalla,

"4

Mon., May 10
Mon.,May 24
6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.

$t. John‘s United Methodist Church
(Peabody & Bellevue)
Feast for Friends is a service of Friends For life
for the HIV infected and affected community
including people living with HIV or AIDS, their
friends, caregivers, family and friends. While the
dinner is free, those who are able are requested
to make a donation to offset expenses.

Advertising space donated as a public service of The Triangle Journal News
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main entrance and will end at Overton
Square. Line—up for the parade at 3:30.
Festival in back lot of Overton Square.
Admission to the festival will be $5.00 for
adults, children under 12 free.
Entertainment will begin 6:00.

€.Inc.

For additional information call
32—PRIDE (327—7433)
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The Ultimate Page
Review by Vincent Astor
Pageant
— Directed by Barry Fuller
Circuit Playhouse May 21—June 20,
Thu—Sat Evenings, Sun Matinee
Call 726—4656 for information

We‘ve all seen beauty pageants.
We‘ ve all seen how they work. Some
ofus have parodied them; a few have
even been Miss Something—Or—Other.
Some are excessively long, like op—
eras, with a few good bits in the
middle of a lot of standard bits. Oth—
ers are so amateurish as to become
high camp. All have broad pretensions
to glamour, glamour and more glam—
our. Whether it‘s Miss America, Miss
Universe, Miss Crossroads, Miss
Psych Out or Misc Ellaneous, a beauty
pageant is a life—form ofits own, an
industry and a deadly serious under—
taking.
All ofthese things are sumined up
in the current Circuit Playhouse pro—
duction of Pageant. The title in ques—
tion is Miss Glamouresse and the
winner will be the spokeswoman for
this fabulous line of cosmetics. One
category is "Spokesperson" and each
contestant must pitch one of the
company‘s more unique products. Are
you scared yet? It‘s a musical. Are you

Kozik, Jonathan Lewis and Gregory
K. Krosnes. There is also a cameo
role. I am not going to tell you who
plays whom, that should remain a sur—
prise. I will tell you that the ensemble
has achieved the self—same bonding
and esprit as contestants do in real—
life pageants and that the result it hi—
°
larious.
Just about anything you‘ve ever
seen or could expect in a pageant is
served up in under 90 minutes. The
only state represented is Miss Texas,
the rest are either regional or cultural
(Miss Great Plains, Miss Bible Belt,
etc.).
I will also tell you that a panel of
five impartial judges is selected from
the audience each performance. At the
performance I attended, I and my
companion were both chosen as
judges. Like an idiot, I took volumi—
nous judge notes (we‘ve done this
once or twice) when my task was only
to score on the total impression right
at the end. So don‘t be seared ofjudg—

ing.
This show is a tour—de—force in
parody. All of the stereotypes are
there. There is the contestant who has
done pageants and already learned
from her mistakes—who is now al—
most a professional at this. There are
the unique talent numbers that are
more unique than really good. There
scared now?
contestant who uses subtle ways
The ensemble is all male and con— is the
ment herself to the judges.
compli
to
sists of Tom Clifton, Stuart Williams,
talent number that falls
the
is
There
Sandy
Bill Burtch, Matt Nelson,

through June 20
The cast of Pageant, n ow playing at Circuit Playhouse
apart. There are... production num—
bers. Some of the girls could dress to
pass. Some have really great legs.
Some have interesting posteriors.
Most have nice biceps. Everyone has
a blast, and so will audiences.
The production is very light and
mock—serious, thanks to the fine touch
of director Barry Fuller. The parody
is not heavy—handed or coarse, or slap—
stick. It looks superficial and all too
real.
The musical accompaniment
ranges from full orchestra to practice

an art form and is plastered with as
piano and is very nicely performed by
much paint as the contestants. You
Michael Meeks and three other musi—
really should go.
cians.
It is interesting to note that this
The costumes by Billie Jo Fisher
is taking place in the very same
show
and set by Benjamin C. Barnes are just
room as the first public Miss Gay
the right amount of cheesy with the
Memphis Pageant, held on Hallow—
correct pretensionsto glamour ( I can‘t
night in 1969. Those girls took a
een
decide if that painted beauty looks
big risk coming out and successfully
more like Tracy Lee or Allota Myles).
began to change the way Memphis
Kevin Shaw‘s choreography is
acted toward Gays and Lesbians. I
right out of Miss You—Name—It. As in
think they, one and all, would approve
a real—life pageant, there are multiple
and would have a perfect appreciation
quick changes and some misplaced
very funny show.
ofthis
cues. The MC has elevated smarm to
—
nemmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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CL
CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30
words (including address or phone
number) and a $2.00 charge for the
use of our P.O. box. Please specify if
you want to use our P.O. box. Com—
mercial ads are charged at the rate of
20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum. Phone
numbers andzip codes are free. Dead—
line for ads is the 15th of each month.
Send to Triangle Journal News, Box
11485 Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Classifieds must be submitted in writ—
ing and must include your name and a

telephone number where you can be
reached to verify the ad. If you would
like a copy of the issue in which
your ad appears, please send $1.00
to cover postage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TUN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announce—
ments and classifieds must be re—sub—
mitted each month, in writing, by the
15th of the month.
Call for Submissions: Spoonfed, a Gay/
Les/bi/trans literary journal in Wash—

nou haven‘t been LC Iniegrfy lately,
you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!
We meet on the third Tuesday of every month.
Ls
Integrity Memphis
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Sezond Street
901.725.7256
(Li

ington, DC, is calling for submissions
for Issues No. 13 (Dysfunction Junc—
tion: Our Childhood Issue(s)) & No. 14
(Dildo—a—Go—Go: It‘s Autoerotic). Each
submission should address the theme
of the issue in some way. Spoonfed
accepts works of short fiction (1500
word limit), poetry, and black and white
scannable drawings, photographs and
cartoons. Submissions for Issue No.
13 by July 15, 1999; Issue No. 14 by
October 15, 1999. Please submit to:
Spoonfed, PO Box 21036, Washing—
ton, DC 20009—1036, or email your
submission
to
SPOONFED99@aol.com.
RFD is announcing it‘s second annual
Rural Fiction Contest. Three $50 first
place prizes. (Why not 3 first places?)
Send your best story or stories, up to
3000 words, typed, preferably also on
disk (in MS Word: PC or MAC). Send
$4 or buy a subscription for each story.
Send materials to JanNathan Long,
RFD Fiction Contest, 2325 West Grace
Street, Richmond, VA 23220, post—
marked by August 1st.
Bro & BREAKFAST
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
of privacy in a fun vacation area. Ex—
clusive resort for men & women. Hot
tub. Country club privileges. Green—
wood Hollow Ridge, 13 Stopple Road,
Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—
=

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.
12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

STATE

I

~s

ZIP

5283.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—
Circa 1896. Located on Eureka Springs
Historic District loop close to down—
town shops & restaurants. Completely
renovated for comfort but still main—
taining its old world charm, elegance &
romance. Picturesque tree—covered
hollow. The Arbour Glen, #7 Lema,
Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—
9010.
The King‘s Cottage, newly renovated,
87—89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis,
722—8686, www.thekngscottage.com.
Guipes
Gloryholes List! Bestlocations in Ten—
nessee to give or get oral satisfaction!
Hot studs, construction workers, col—
lege jocks, heated businessmen,
leathermen, active athletes and other
guys are anxious to meet you. Com—
plete list of Gloryholes mailed back in
plain discreet envelope. Please be
18yo+. To order your guide(s), send
$5.00: Metroplex—TJN, Box 451781,
Los Angeles, CA 90045. Also avail—
able: SoCal, NoCal, Seattle, Chicago,
Vegas, Arizona, Denver, New Orleans,
Carolina, OH—IN, FL, NYC, TX, Kan—
sas City, KS; Philly; MD (at $5.00 each).
HrEur WantED
Highest paid National Agency SEEK—
ING the Next Male PORN STAR for
Video, Dance Tour and/or Escort work

Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00 pm Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
7:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Thursday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
Sunday
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)

Friday
8:00 pm
Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00 pm
Thursday
5:30 pm

Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)

California trained, certified bodyworker
offers therapeutic and sports massage.
11/2 hours, by appointment, outcall
only. Gift certificates also available.
Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. (901) 278—
9768.
PERSONALS
BI—CURIOUS? Meet HOT local GAY/
BI men on The Confidential Connec—
tion®! 18+ Record & Listen FREE!
901—529—9800 use code 9006.
Closeted GWM executive seeks cute,
inexperienced SWM, 18—22 for dis—
creet, uninhibited play sessions. Ex—
plore with me in total confidentiality!
Height/weight proportionate; skinny a
definite plus! Casual encounters or
may lead to more. Inquiries to Voice
Mail 680—8835 or P.O. Box 1721,
Cordova, TN 38088.
Free For All. To Record, Browse &
Send. Wild Local Dateline! 901—565—
0006, Pub #641, 18+. 100% Local.
GWM, 33, 510", 195#, red hair. ISO
GWM, 35—45, bear types for friend—
ship, fun and possible LTR. Send letter
to A.S., 7881 Hwy 15 South, Pontotoc,
MS 38863—9463.
GWM, 36, 63", 200#, good looking,
long hair with hazel—blue eyes, in good
health, seeking GWM, 21—30, slick,
slim & sexy for romantic lover. Will be
waiting to hear from you. Cal
(601) 343—5102. MS. ___
Hairy, masculine top, 43, fit, seeks
masculine bottom into kissing, st
ripping, handjobs, 69, the main event.
I‘m health conscious, enjoy books,
music, making new friends—black,
white, oriental. Jim: 372—4538.
Hot Local Singles. Free to Record,
Browse, Send!! 901—565—0006, Pub
#640, 18+.
J/O Buddies. Meet by phone. Try it
FREE!901—821—9100, Code 7001, 18+.
3SOMES & MORE! Find local men for
PLAY on The Confidential Connec—
tiorf®! 18+ Record & Listen FREE! 901—
529—9800 use code 9007.
35 yo white male master of discipline
ISO naughty submissive slave. | am
into bondage, spanking, shaving, end—
less sex, toys and more. 18—22ish,
smooth—bodied, white male, about 140#
Skinny a plus. No diseases. For an
absolute spanking good time, call Mr.

(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)

Paul: 323—1521.

Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)

40.y0, ex—model, ex—actor, indepen—

Thursday
Sunday

9:00 pm

Discussion (Open)

6:00 pm

Discussion (Open)

dent, 62", 195#, bodybuilder looking
for bright, 5‘9"+ TS completely pass—
able. Non—smoker, non—drinker. Ready
for marriage/relocation in Nevada.

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
%
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Massage Services
DON‘T YOU DESERVE THE BEST?

with boyish looks and mannerisms.
Discussion (Open)
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)

ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

in all areas. Make excellent money
fast. 1—888—325—1967.

Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News)

Photo to: 1.G., 1111 E. Madison #236,
Seattle, Wash. 98122.
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